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The case for optical antennas 
 
Light is generally emitted by single quantum oscillators. Specifically, the oscillation of an 
electric charge radiating light is the very definition of the most basic and common emitter there 
is: the electric dipole. In the case of atoms, fluorescent molecules, quantum dots and more, the 
electrons oscillate in a much-reduced volume, on a nanometer scale, while the wavelength of 
their fluorescence and absorption typically measures hundreds of nanometers. Thus, there is an 
enormous size mismatch between the wavelength of photons with which they interact most 
efficiently and the physical distance of the electron oscillation. This results in the low 
probability with which a photon can interact with a quantum emitter, as it is unlikely for such 
a photon to “see” the emitter. While focusing light with a lens or microscope objective can help, 
it only does so by increasing the number of attempts of achieving an interaction by adding more 
photons into the mix. Due to the diffraction limit, the spot size of a focused light beam cannot 
be smaller than roughly half the wavelength, so this size mismatch persists. One solution is to 
operate at cryogenic temperatures, but such configurations are as of yet incompatible with 
nanotech devices. The field of plasmonics, specifically optical antennas, addresses this size 
mismatch straightforwardly while still operating at room temperature [1-3]. 
 
A surface plasmon is the oscillation of electrons that is confined to the interface of any 
two materials wherein the real part of the electric permittivity changes sign at said interface. 
This is typically obtained at the interface of a metal and a dielectric. A surface plasmon can be 
driven both optically [4], as well as electrically [5]. The motion of charge along this interface 
creates electromagnetic fields that are highly confined to the volume near the interface, orders 
of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of excitation (Fig. 1). Given that negative 
permittivity materials are necessarily absorbing, the surface plasmon decays as the charge 
oscillates. This gives rise to two types of surface plasmons: propagating and localized.  If the 
surface plasmon decays before reaching the edge of the surface (imagine a semi-infinite plane), 
and is not back reflected, it is called a propagating surface plasmon. If the electron oscillation 
is back reflected then it is a plasmonic resonator as the reflected plasmons interfere with the 
oncoming plasmons (assuming constant excitation), creating a cavity. These cavity plasmons 
are referred to as a localized surface plasmons, and the plasmonic resonators will be referred 
to as optical nanoantennas throughout the entirety of this thesis. 
 
Inside a resonator, light travels back and forth a number of times before being leaked 
or absorbed, and in fact, that number of times is the quality factor Q of the resonator [6]. 
Therefore, the longer the average lifetime of a photon within the cavity, the higher the 
likelihood said photon has of interacting with a quantum emitter coupled to the cavity. The 
quality factors in optical antennas are generally between 101 and 102, as they are typically made 
of lossy metals. These values are quite low compared to those of lossless dielectric cavities that 
can easily be of the order of 105, and some laser cavities can even reach 1011. However, one 
great advantage of plasmonics is the reduced mode volume of the oscillation.  In a dielectric 
cavity, the mode volume is of the order of λ		
  while for an optical antenna the mode 
volume is approximately one-thousandth of that. As the probability of an interaction is 
inversely proportional to the mode volume, this brings the two to par in that respect [7]. 
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Figure 1 A schematic of the size mismatch between photons and single emitters. In red is the field 
of a photon propagating through free space. A single photon emitter and its dipole axis is represented 
with a green spot and red arrow, respectively, with its radius r typically being hundreds of times smaller 
than λfree space. In yellow is a plasmonic dipole or λ/2 antenna, with its surface plasmon polariton (spp) 
wavelength, λspp, being about half of λfree space. The antenna localizes optical fields such that its near fields 
are much stronger than propagating photons, greatly increasing the interaction probability with the 
emitter. 
 
 Not only is the mode volume of a plasmonic antenna much smaller than a dielectric 
cavity, it also interacts with more light than one would expect given its physical size. As the 
electrons of such an antenna are free to move across its surface, they can react to 
electromagnetic fields from a distance. For example, a simple gold dipole antenna resonant 
near 800 nm under plane wave excitation interacts with light from an area almost 40 times 
larger than its physical cross section (Fig. 2 - red).  The result is that not only are the 
electromagnetic fields used to drive the antenna localized to a much-reduced volume, but the 
antenna also interacts with a larger portion of the incoming photons [8]. 
 
Another consideration when discussing efficient light-matter interaction is the 
directionality, which is the direction in which photons are predominantly emitted, or 
reciprocally, the direction from which incoming photons are best detected. As the great 
majority of emitters radiate like electric dipoles, which is to say, not directionally, engineering 
optical antennas so that the antennas themselves or emitters coupled to them radiate 
unidirectionally can dramatically increase the efficiency of a device that makes use of the light 
emitted. As technology advances, we find more and more devices that can benefit from more 
efficient light-matter interactions. For example, in photovoltaic devices, a typical problem is 
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light being reflected or scattered before reaching the active layer, which is where photon 
absorption and charge separation takes place. An antenna that scatters light predominantly into 
one direction could in theory increase the efficiency of such a device. The logic gates used in 
quantum computing also depend on photon interactions, and these photons need to be emitted 
and later detected, so increasing the efficiency of these processes would improve their 
functionality. In fact, any device that requires the efficient interfacing between photons and 
electrons can in principle benefit from directional nanoantennas. As the light in high-Q 
dielectric resonators is generally scattered in multiple directions, not only are optical 
nanoantennas superior in that they can radiate unidirectionally, their much smaller size gives 
them the potential to be implemented in devices where size is critical.  
 
 
 
Figure 2 The normalized extinction cross section of three Au rod antennas of various lengths. 
Extinction is typically given in µm2 but here each simulated spectrum was normalized to the size of 
each antenna (length x width). The lengths are in the legend, and the height and width of the antennas 
is 40 nm. The values next to each peak are the extinction (in µm2) of that peak. The simulations include 
experimental details such as the adhesion layer used in nanofabrication. 
 
 
The electric dipole and beyond 
 
The majority of light emission falls under the electric dipole approximation, both when 
working with single emitters by themselves or when coupled to optical antennas, but this does 
not mean that non-electric dipole emission is always negligible or that it cannot be dominant 
[9]. An everyday example is found in the materials that line the insides of fluorescent lightbulbs. 
The lanthanide ions used, such as Europium, have numerous magnetic dipole transitions, and 
though they are typically slower than electric dipole transitions, they still form a non-negligible 
part of their emission spectrum. Electric quadrupole transitions have also been observed in 
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ordered molecular aggregates. While these transitions can potentially be enhanced by coupling 
such emitters to properly engineered optical nanoantennas [10-16], the focus of this work lies 
not in non-dipole transitions but mainly in the resonant non-dipole modes of the antennas 
themselves. 
 
The basic electric dipole antenna is by definition a first order λ/2 resonance given the 
oscillating positive/negative charge distribution at the opposite ends of a rod-like geometry 
(Fig. 3a); similarly, doubling its length makes it a lambda or quadrupole resonance at the same 
wavelength. However, this second order λ mode has two antiparallel currents that oscillate 
along the antenna length, which cannot be driven by a symmetric source such as a plane wave 
at normal incidence. These even parity modes are sometimes referred to as “dark modes” but 
they are not dark in that they do not radiate light, they simply require more clever excitation 
schemes. For example, by coupling an electric dipole emitter to one end of a λ antenna, 
symmetry is immediately broken and the system can radiate in the quadrupole mode (Fig. 3b). 
For a magnetic dipole antenna, the simplest example is the electrically driven radiofrequency 
loop antenna, where the oscillating circular current creates a net magnetic dipole moment. 
Generally, to bring radiofrequency designs to the visible-to-near infrared region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum some changes must be made, as the electronics are not fast enough 
and the charge oscillation must be driven optically. The plasmonic analogue of the loop antenna, 
like the quadrupole antenna, requires symmetry to be broken. The geometry is known as the 
split-ring resonator (Fig. 3c), and its λ/2 resonance is driven with a light source polarized across 
the antenna gap so that the resulting charge oscillation creates both an electric dipole moment 
across the gap and a magnetic dipole moment within the center of the ring. As each multipole 
has different field symmetries, the presence of one or more of these multipoles potentially 
allows that their interference can be used to direct light emission, which is the overall focus of 
this Thesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 3 An assortment of optical nanoantennas and how they might be driven. The sources are 
shown in green, the resulting charge distributions and currents in red, and the magnetic field in blue. (a) 
A λ/2 or dipole antenna driven by a plane wave. (b) A λ or quadrupole antenna driven by a local electric 
dipole source. The antiparallel currents prevent this antenna from being driven by a plane wave. (c) A 
split-ring resonator driven by a plane wave. The circular current creates a magnetic dipole moment in 
its center. 
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From linear to nonlinear 
 
Light emission from single photon sources, regardless of any enhancements, is ultimately the 
result of spontaneous emission, and is thus an incoherent process. If one were interested in, for 
example, achieving a switchable directivity from a single nanoantenna, then a coherent process 
is required. With this goal in mind, we turn to second harmonic generation (SHG) directly from 
optical nanoantennas. The capacity for plasmonics to confine optical fields to nanometric 
volumes not only increases the emission of single photon emitters, but also increases the 
likelihood of nonlinear processes occurring [17]. In the case of SHG, its power output is a 
function of the fourth power of the excitation field. Optical nanoantennas generate second 
harmonic mainly from their field hot spots, with a well-defined phase between them, but they 
can also behave as a resonant scatterer. Thus, there is a paradigm shift in their behaviour with 
respect to the linear regime. The understanding and characterization of the SHG from 
nanoparticles is necessary before we can engineer directional second harmonic nanoantennas. 
 
  
Thesis outline 
 
The outline is as follows: 
• In Chapter 1, I explain the experimental and theoretical methods I applied over the 
course of this project, which include nanofabrication, the optical setup, pulse shaping, 
FDTD simulations, and the multipole model. 
 
• In Chapter 2, I present how the interference of two multipoles in a higher-order mode 
of a U-shaped split-ring resonator emits the light from quantum dots coupled to it 
unidirectionally. 
 
• In Chapter 3, I move onto the coherent emission process, second harmonic generation, 
directly from single plasmonic nanoantennas, and study the emission patterns of two 
nanoantenna geometries. I model their radiation patterns with the same multipole model 
and attribute them to a purely surface second harmonic contribution. I then control the 
local phase of the cross antenna to manipulate the radiation pattern, which is not 
possible with an incoherent emitter. 
 
• In Chapter 4, I take a detour, and measure the angular radiation patterns of the second 
harmonic from crystalline silicon nanowires to distinguish the different competing 
processes that lead to SHG. In contrast with the previous chapter, the SHG observed 
comes from three distinct processes. 
 
• In Chapter 5, I go back to the second harmonic from plasmonic antennas and 
demonstrate the switchable directional emission from a single plasmonic antenna, and 
study its mode of operation, the surface and bulk origin of its emission and their 
coherent interference that leads to unidirectional emission. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Methods 
 
In this chapter, we introduce the experimental, computational and theoretical methods 
employed throughout this Thesis for the characterisation of light emission by optical 
nanoantennas. On the experimental side, we first describe the process of sample preparation, 
move on to show how the antenna systems are characterized in our optical microscope, and 
finally describe the process used to compress broadband laser pulses used in the later chapters 
of this Thesis. We then move onto the computational side to show how our nanoantennas and 
emitters are characterized in FDTD simulations, and then use those simulated results to assist 
us in our theoretical fits of experimentally measured radiation patterns. 
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1.1 Sample fabrication 
 
To fabricate the nanoantennas we used positive tone electron-beam lithography, as is shown in 
Fig. 1.1. First, a cleaned coverslip has a 5-10 nm layer of indium-tin oxide (ITO) deposited on 
it using e-beam evaporation. ITO is used because it is a transparent conductor, but as the 
evaporation process removes the oxygen from the material, even 10 nm makes the coverslip 
visibly opaque, so it is then baked at 350º C for 15 minutes so that oxygen from the air is 
absorbed, making the layer transparent. The purpose of the ITO is twofold; first, it is an 
adhesion layer for the metal that is deposited on top, and second, it is a conduction layer that 
helps remove excess charge during the e-beam writing of antenna geometries. This also allows 
for later imaging of said geometries in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) without having 
to destroy the sample. 
 
Next, a layer of positive electronic resist, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), is spun-
cast onto the coverslip and baked at 130º C for 5 minutes for drying. The e-beam lithography 
then defines the Au antenna structures, and the exposed areas are removed with a solvent in 
the development step, before Au is evaporated onto the entire coverslip. For the last step, lift-
off, another solvent is used to remove the excess PMMA and Au, leaving behind the structures 
defined by the e-beam writing. In Chapters 3 and 5 the nanoantennas themselves are the 
emitters, whereas in Chapter 2 we couple single emitters to the nanoantennas, which requires 
further sample preparation before the lift-off. To chemically attach quantum dots to the Au 
nanoantennas we functionalize the sample surface with a thiol group molecular chain, 
mercapto-undecanoic acid (MUA, which has specificity to Au), and then use a carbodiimide to 
activate the carboxylic acid terminations of MUA, so that the amino groups of the quantum 
dots used can bind to them. After performing lift-off the quantum dots are attached all over the 
nanoantennas without leaving fluorescent emitters in between them. 
 
  
 
Figure 1.1 A step-by-step explanation of e-beam lithography. The e-beam resist, PMMA (blue), is 
first exposed to write the nanoantenna geometries that we wish to study. The exposed area (purple) is 
then removed in the development step, and Au is then deposited via thermal evaporation onto the sample. 
Finally, the residual PMMA and excess Au is removed in lift-off, leaving behind arrays of Au 
nanoantennas with a periodicity of 1.5 µm. 
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1.2 Confocal microscopy and angular imaging 
 
The first step in studying single antennas is to assess the quality of the nanofabrication. 
Confocal microscopy allows us to hone in onto single antennas within arrays and analyze their 
characteristics. The microscope is a Zeiss Axiovert 200 with a high-NA oil immersion 
objective (Zeiss, α Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.46 NA). The high-NA objective is critical for 
increasing the collection efficiency of this setup, as most light radiated near an interface does 
so mainly into the higher-index medium and at angles above the critical angle. The sample is 
mounted on a piezoelectric stage to scan our sample around with respect to the laser excitation, 
and allows for the one-by-one measuring of nanoantennas. The laser spectrum is then filtered 
out from the signal of interest using a dichroic mirror, and one or more dichroic filters. This 
signal is then sent to one detection arm and focused onto an avalanche photodiode (Perkin 
Elmer, SPCM-AQR-14 and 16) for real space imaging, and with the optics selected such that 
the focal spot is the same size as the APD sensor. Scanning over a nanoantenna array and 
measuring its two-photon photoluminescence shows that the signal comes purely from the 
antennas, with no residual light emission from the areas away from the antennas (Fig. 1.2, 
right). Along the other detection arm, we measure the angular emission pattern of the object of 
interest by further magnifying and imaging the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective on an 
electron-multiplied CCD camera (Andor, iXon+ 897). This technique has been used to 
determine the orientation of single molecules [18] as in a single measurement it shows nearly 
the entire angular pattern of the light emitted into the glass half-space of a sample. Each point 
in the BPF correspond to angular coordinates θ and φ, which will be described in more detail 
in Chapter 2. The patterns are typically measured over an area of 130x130 pixels in the emCCD. 
This setup allows for the easy measurement of both real space and momentum space of single 
antennas.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 A schematic of the confocal microscope used. A laser source is focused to a diffraction-
limited spot and used to excite the sample of interest, which is scanned around on a piezoelectric stage. 
The signal of interest is then imaged on one of two detection channels, which correspond to the image 
plane of the objective (right side), and the objective’s back focal plane (left side). 
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In this Thesis light emission from single nanoscale objects is excited using one of two 
lasers. In Chapter 2, we used a Helium-Neon continuous wave laser that operates at 633 nm, 
and in Chapters 3-5 for the second harmonic generation measurements, we used a pulsed 
titanium sapphire laser with a spectrum between 760 and 860 nm, and a repetition rate of 85 
MHz. In order to maximize the second harmonic signal, it is necessary to maximize the peak 
electric fields at the sample plane, and we a pulse shaper based on a liquid crystal spatial light 
modulator (SLM) to do this [19-28].  
 
 
1.3 Pulse compression 
 
The pulse shaper is arranged in a 4-f configuration and is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The chirped 
laser pulse enters from the left and is spectrally dispersed with a diffraction grating. The grating 
is exactly one focal length away from the spherical mirror, and the SLM is placed at its Fourier 
plane. The second spherical mirror, placed another focal length away from the SLM, focuses 
light onto a second grating, and the collimated beam is sent to the microscope. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 A schematic of the 4-f pulse shaper used. The chirped pulse is spectrally divided onto the 
spatial light modulator in order to modify the spectral phase at each wavelength independently, before 
being recombined and sent to the microscope. 
 
 
As the optical elements along the laser path are dispersive due to the variation of their 
refractive index over the laser spectrum, the pulse becomes chirped as it propagates through 
more elements [29-32]. This is mostly due to the thick glass of our objective, but other optical 
elements can also have an effect. Multiple techniques exist for studying ultrafast laser pulses, 
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such as frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) [33-34], and spectral phase interferometry 
for direct electric field reconstruction of ultrashort optical pulses (SPIDER) [35], but our group 
normally uses multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan (MIIPS) [26, 36-40]. The 
objective of MIIPS is to produce Fourier-limited pulses at the sample plane, so it measures 
phase distortions in the SH spectrum of a nonlinear crystal by iteratively applying different 
phase masks to the SLM. Once the phase distortions are well defined, the SLM applies a phase 
mask of the inverted phase so that the pulses at the sample plane are Fourier limited.  
 
This method requires the detection of the second harmonic generation (SHG) from a 
nonlinear crystal smaller than our excitation spot, typically BaTiO3 [41], with a flat spectral 
response to the laser field, such that the measured spectral phase is purely from the laser and 
not due to any resonance effects. For a broadband laser where E(ω) = E0(ω)e-iφ(ω) each 
frequency component can be doubled to obtain SHG, but frequencies can also be summed for 
sum frequency generation (SFG). Assuming a central frequency ω whose second harmonic is 
2ω, ω + δω and ω – δω can yield a signal at 2ω through SFG. This means that the second 
harmonic (SH) spectrum can be Gaussian even when the laser spectrum is not (Fig. 1.4). For 
convenience, from here on we will use the term SHG to include SFG as well. The SH spectrum 
is defined as follows: 
 2ω  	 |ω  Ω||ω  Ω|φωΩφωΩΩ            (1.1) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Broadband laser pulse compression with MIIPS. (a) The measured spectrum of our laser 
(black), and its spectral phase before (dashed) and after (solid) running MIIPS. (b) The simulated SH 
spectrum from a nonlinear nanoparticle calculated with equation (1) using the experimental laser 
spectrum and the measured phases (black), and the measured SH spectrum after pulse compression 
(blue). Note the very similar, though imperfect, measured SH spectrum with respect to the simulation. 
The low shoulder of the pre-compressed pulse (dashed) at 390-400 nm clearly corresponds to the 
shoulder in the laser spectrum at 780-800 nm, but disappears in the simulated compressed pulse to 
obtain a Gaussian SH spectrum. The SH signal increases 25-30x with respect to the uncompressed 
pulses, indicating that their duration before and after MIIPS is ~80 and ~15 fs, respectively. 
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The measured laser spectrum (Fig. 1.4a) has a bandwidth of about 40 nm at FWHM, from 780 
to 820, while the theoretical SH spectrum after MIIPS is from about 395 to 315 nm (Fig. 1.4b). 
The ~5 nm red-shift from the expected center is a result of the fundamental spectrum having 
its peak near 810 nm, and its long tail in the red part of the spectrum. Note how the phase shifts 
hundreds of radians over the laser spectrum while after compression the phase shifts less than 
0.1 radians, and how the total SH signal increases 25-30 times. As maximizing the SH signal 
is the only use of MIIPS required in this Thesis, its finer details will not be discussed in here. 
For more information on its functionality and further applications, please refer to the published 
works of its inventor, Markus Dantus [24, 36-40], as well as some of our other published works 
[28, 41]. 
 
 
1.4 Finite-difference time-domain simulations 
 
In the coming chapters we employ finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to 
improve our antenna design and help interpret experimental results. To this end, we employ 
the software FDTD Solutions (Lumerical Inc.). In the majority of our simulations, we model 
all of the materials used to represent our experimental conditions as accurately as possible. This 
means that both the glass coverslip and ITO layer are modelled along with the antenna of 
interest. Without these components, the resonant modes of our antennas can easily blue-shift 
100 nm or more. The corners of the antennas must also be rounded as their terminations shift 
the resonances, and there are no infinitely sharp corners in the nanofabrication process. 
 
The first main use of our simulations is to identify the resonance modes of antennas of 
a given geometry, which we do with either near or far field excitation depending on the aim of 
the experiment. To calculate the extinction cross section of an antenna at a given resonance, 
we use the source called total field scattered field (TFSF). The TFSF source is essentially a 
closed box that injects a plane wave from one of its surfaces, and subtracts the light that exits 
the box without interacting with the objects inside of it. The sketch in Fig. 1.5a depicts this 
source as well as two boxes of planar power monitors, which are found within and outside of 
the TFSF source. The exterior monitors record the intensity of light scattered by the geometry, 
and the interior monitors record a combination of the scattered light, the injected intensity, and 
the transmitted intensity, which are used to calculate the absorption. The sum of absorption and 
scattering is the extinction of the antenna. Employing a plane wave at normal incidence, this 
method can only calculate modes of odd parity. 
 
To identify both even and odd parity antennas modes, as well explore the changes in 
radiative rate, we use an electric dipole source in lieu of a plane wave (Fig. 1.5b). The dipole 
source in FDTD solutions has a pre-defined amplitude of unity for when it radiates in a 
homogenous non-absorbing medium, and an internal quantum efficiency of 100%. When such 
an emitter is coupled to a resonator its local density of optical states (LDOS) increases 
proportionally with the quality factor of the resonator dived by the mode volume (LDOS ∝ 
Q/V) [8, 42-45]. The increase in LDOS, typically referred to as the Purcell factor, means that 
the emitter has more radiative channels through which to emit light, and can go through more 
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cycles of photon absorption (excitation) and photon emission (relaxation). The interior power 
monitors in Fig. 1.5b record this radiative enhancement spectrum, while the exterior monitors 
record the power radiated into the far field. The values are different due to absorption in the 
antenna, and their quotient is the external quantum efficiency of the system. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Diagrams of the different types of simulations realized in order to characterize the 
optical antennas studied. (a) A sketch illustrating how the extinction spectrum of a nanoantenna is 
calculated. (b) A sketch illustrating how the radiative rate enhancement of a nanoantenna is calculated. 
(c) A sketch illustrating how the multipole moments of a nanoantenna is calculated. 
 
 
Finally, in order to calculate the dominant multipole moments of a given antenna, we 
remove the substrate to obtain a homogeneous medium and place the optical nanoantenna in 
the center of a sphere of point field monitors with a radius much larger than the length of the 
antenna. Using the methods described by Grahn et al. [46], we use the recorded scattered fields 
to calculate the multipole coefficients from the electric dipole up to the next order of multipoles, 
the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole, as follows: 
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where l is the order of the multipole (l = 1 for dipole and 2 for quadrupole), m varies from –l 
to l, k is the wave vector, r is the radius of the sphere, Z0 is the vacuum impedance, h is the 
Hankel function, and Yl,m is the spherical harmonic. The coefficients are then used to define the 
electric dipole p, magnetic dipole m, and electric quadrupole Q, as follows [47]: 
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where C0 = (6π)1/2i/cZ0k , D0 = 6(30π)1/2/iZ0ck2, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. When 
the antenna medium is changed from an interface (across which n changes from 1.5 to 1) to a 
homogenous medium (where n is 1), its resonance is blue-shifted. The precise values for the 
fields scattered by the antenna also have minor variations when the center of the spherical 
monitor is shifted. Because of these reasons, these calculations are used only to identify the 
dominant multipole terms so that we can fit them to experimental measurements.  
 
 
1.5 Multipole fitting 
 
The final method necessary for understanding the following chapters is multipole fitting. To 
do this we analytically calculated the angular emission patterns of all of the electric dipole, 
magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole terms [48-49]. In the case of the electric and magnetic 
dipoles, they each have three independent terms (eq. 1.4-1.5), while the electric quadrupole has 
five independent terms that are used to define the nine terms of the symmetric matrix in eq. 1.6. 
The BFP patterns of each multipole can be seen in Fig. 1.6. The py, my, Qyy and Qyz terms are 
omitted as they are simply 90º rotations of px, mx, Qxx and Qxz, respectively. Note how the 
parallel electric and magnetic dipole components show similar patterns, and only vary in the 
sharpness of their emission peaks near the critical angle (Fig. 1.6a-d). In free space, an x-
oriented electric and magnetic dipole have the same far-field radiation pattern, even though 
their electric and magnetic field symmetries are inverted. When radiating near an interface, 
these in- and out-of-plane electric fields lead to different transverse electric and magnetic 
Fresnel coefficients, so the light they radiate is refracted differently into the glass side of the 
glass-air interface, giving rise to the complementary sharp/dull peaks in Fig. 1.6 a/c and b/d.  
 
 To fit these terms to an experimental pattern we preselect the dominant terms as 
described in the previous section, normalize the patterns so that they each radiate a total 
intensity of unity, and fix the amplitude and phase of one while varying the amplitude and 
phase of the others. The fits are done using a least squares method and the quality of the fit is 
quantified using the coefficient of determination, R2. 
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Figure 1.6 The theoretical back focal plane patterns of various multipoles at different orientations 
radiating near a glass-air interface. (a-b) The x- and z-oriented electric dipole. (c-d) The x- and z-
oriented magnetic dipole. (e-f) The x- and z-oriented linear electric quadrupole. (g-h) The x-y and x-z 
lateral (or box) electric quadrupole. The y-oriented electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and linear electric 
quadrupole are simply 90º rotations of (a), (c) and (e), respectively. The y-z lateral electric quadrupole 
is a 90º rotation of (h). 
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Chapter 2 
 
Split-ring resonators for 
directed light emission 
 
By directing light, optical antennas can enhance light-matter interaction and improve the 
efficiency of nanophotonic devices. Here we exploit the interference between the electric 
dipole, quadrupole and magnetic dipole moments of a split-ring resonator to experimentally 
realize a compact directional optical antenna. This single-element antenna design robustly 
directs emission even when covered with nanometric emitters at random positions, 
outperforming previously demonstrated nanoantennas with a bandwidth of 200 nm and a 
directivity of 10.1 dB from a sub-wavelength structure. The advantages of this approach bring 
directional optical antennas closer to practical applications. 
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2.1 Directional nanoantennas 
 
Optical devices such as sensors, solar cells or interfaces for integrated optics often require an 
efficient interaction with light in well-defined directions. Optical antennas offer a promising 
means to engineer and control the directional response of materials to light. Most optical 
antenna designs demonstrated to date are scaled down counterparts of radio and microwave 
antennas, now tuned for operation at much shorter wavelengths [1]. To obtain directional light 
emission or reception, design strategies inspired by conventional antenna engineering might be 
employed. For example, beaming has been achieved through the interference of antenna 
elements arranged in arrays to engineer their relative phase (Yagi-Uda antennas [50-52], 
grating-like designs [53-55]). However, this principle of operation is limited by a specific 
operation frequency and the challenging need to position local sources with nanometric 
accuracy to drive the antenna [44, 50, 56]. Alternative designs such as aperture [54], leaky-
wave [57-58], patch [59] or reflector [60] antennas require larger footprints to obtain broadband 
directionality and do not solve the need to position sources with nanometric accuracy. 
Therefore, designing a single-element directional antenna that is compact, broadband and 
robust is a significant step towards applications. 
 
 In this Chapter, we demonstrate a principle for directional light emission based on the 
interference between different multipolar moments excited in a single metal antenna element. 
This multipolar interference concept is sketched in Fig. 2.1a; the fields radiated by different 
multipoles (electric dipole, quadrupole and magnetic dipole) have distinct field symmetries, 
which we exploit for the design of optical antennas with a target radiation pattern. When 
emitting with the same polarization, the interference of the electric fields of perpendicular 
electric and magnetic dipoles (or parallel electric dipoles and quadrupoles) depends on their 
relative phase. The result is that their interference is constructive in one direction and 
destructive in the opposite when their phase difference is π/2 or 3π/2, whereas their interference 
is prevented if they are in or out of phase (0 or π). Therefore, it becomes possible to obtain a 
unidirectional emission if a local light source (e.g., an electric dipole transition) couples to an 
antenna that simultaneously induces electric dipole and higher-order moments. 
 
 To implement this multipolar interference at optical frequencies, nanostructures with 
coexisting multipolar moments are required. Directional scattering has been demonstrated in 
semiconductor nanospheres supporting simultaneous electric and magnetic dipole resonances 
[61-66], and the directionality of metal-dielectric nanoshells [67-68], nanocups [69], and V-
antennas [70] have also been attributed to the role of additional multipole scattering  beyond 
electric dipoles. Here, we exploit the concept of interference between multipolar moments to 
achieve directional light emission from sub-diffraction-limited sources. To this end, we employ 
single split-ring resonators (SRRs), which have mainly been studied within the context of 
metamaterials [71-74].  
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2.2 Measuring uSRRs 
 
 First, we tailor the geometry of a U-shaped resonator (Fig. 2.1b) to tune its directivity 
to the spectrum of our electric dipole sources. The structure consists of two parallel arms and 
a perpendicular connecting element (bridge). Similarly to a gap antenna, by reducing the gap 
between both arms in our SRRs we create a more intense near field for improving the coupling 
of electric dipole emitters to the antennas and selectively enhance the radiated power of the 
emitters located within it. The presence of the bridge connecting both arms differentiates the 
SRR from two parallel unconnected wires, leading to an asymmetry in the angular pattern. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Principle of multipolar interference for directional emission. (a) Two examples of 
directional emission are obtained from the maximized interference of an in-plane electric dipole (red) 
with an out-of-plane magnetic dipole (blue), or with an in-plane lateral electric quadrupole (green). (b) 
Fabricated split-ring resonators in a scanning electron microscopy image. The parameters of the gold 
nanoantennas are bridge (b), gap (g) and length (L) with values 30 ≤ b ≤ 60, 35 ≤ g ≤ 55 and L = 250 
nm. (c) A confocal photoluminescence image of an array of nanoantennas excited by quantum dots 
shows that the emission is localized at the antenna positions. The color scale denotes the orientation of 
the linear polarization of the emission. 
 
 
To fabricate the nanoantennas we use electron beam lithography, thermal evaporation and lift-
off, as described in Chapter 1. SRRs with different size parameters (Fig. 2.1b) are studied. 
Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) are the optical sources that drive the antennas. The QDs have a 
luminescence spectrum peaking at a wavelength of 790 nm with a full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM) of 80 nm (Invitrogen, Qdot 800 ITK amino (PEG)). The nanoantennas are 
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functionalized with mercaptoundecanoic acid to attach the QDs specifically to the gold 
structures and at a distance of several nanometers. 
 
 We detect the photoluminescence of QDs coupled to single nanoantennas with a 
confocal microscope with a high numerical aperture oil-immersion objective (1.46 NA). A 
piezo stage is used to scan the sample confocal detection volume. To excite the QDs, circularly 
polarized light with a wavelength of 633 nm wavelength (10 µW of power) from a He-Ne laser 
is focused to a diffraction-limited spot. The reflected excitation beam is filtered from the 
emitted luminescence with a dichroic mirror and a long-pass filter. The signal is then divided 
with a polarizing beam-splitter and detected with two avalanche photodiodes, corresponding 
to linear polarizations along the x and y axes. To obtain angular emission patterns, momentum-
space images are recorded at the back focal plane of the objective with an electron-multiplying 
CCD camera. This allows for a one-by-one characterization of selected antennas in both real 
space and k-space. 
 
 The emission is neatly localized at the antennas with no residual QD luminescence from 
the surrounding substrate (Fig. 2.1c). Confocal microscopy reveals that the light collected from 
QDs coupled to the SRRs is mainly polarized across the antenna gap (green color in Fig. 2.1c). 
Defining the degree of linear polarization DOLP = (Ix - Iy) / (Ix + Iy), the polarization average 
over the array is DOLP = 0.60 (Ix = 4Iy). This indicates that the QDs are efficiently coupled to 
the antennas and are probably exciting the gap mode. 
 
 We demonstrate broadband beaming of light by multipolar interference antennas using 
back focal plane measurements. Most of the emission is radiated unidirectionally (see Figure 
2.2a) by coupling to a SRR tuned in size to maximize its directionality. To quantify this 
observed directionality, we define the front-to-back ratio (F/B) as the intensity ratio between 
the point of maximum emitted power and the point diametrically opposite to it in the back focal 
plane image. This value is 8.5 dB and spans the entire QD emission spectrum. By changing the 
size of the SRR, we detune it from the QD emission spectrum and obtain an F/B of 3.9 dB (Fig. 
2.2b – Detuned SRR). Generally, when dipolar emitters radiate near an interface, they emit 
predominantly into the higher-index medium (about 78% for our glass-air interface). There is 
also a sharp maximum near the critical angle (θC = 41.1°) [75]. In the absence of an antenna, 
the lack of a preferential dipole orientation results in symmetric ring-like patterns with F/B = 
0 dB (Fig. 2.2b – Without SRR). The outer edge of the back focal plane images is given by the 
maximum collection angle of our objective, the numerical aperture (θNA = 72.8°). These 
Fourier-plane images contain information on the direction of light emission through the glass 
substrate and thus we can convert them to angular space to clearly represent the directional 
emission and F/B (Fig. 2.2b).  
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Figure 2.2 Directed broadband emission by split-ring resonator antennas. (a) Experimental angular 
radiation pattern as recorded at the back focal plane of the microscope objective showing that a SRR 
(parameters L = 250, b = 50 and g = 35 nm) emits unidirectionally even when QDs are coupled to it at 
random positions. (b) A vertical slice of the previous radiation pattern converted to angular space, 
highlighting the dielectric interface between air and the glass substrate. The bottom insets show the 
emission patterns of a SRR with dimensions slightly detuned from the QD emission spectrum (L = 200, 
b = 50 and g = 35 nm) and the omnidirectional pattern of QDs without a SRR (left and right, 
respectively). The images contain the entire QD emission spectrum (790 ± 40 nm at FWHM). (c) 
Calculation of the angular pattern by fitting the experimental result in (a) with a superposition of 
multipolar point sources, considering an electric dipole (px), a magnetic dipole (mz) and a lateral electric 
quadrupole (Qxy = Qyx). The detailed features of the pattern are reproduced with this simple model, 
including the various minima and small side lobes. 
 
 Such directionality is consistently obtained for many antennas with the same nominal 
dimensions (Fig 2.3). The fabricated structures, whose emission patterns are shown in Fig. 2.3, 
have varying nominal bridge and gap sizes and the back focal plane images of 37 of them were 
recorded. These were selected based on their total emission intensity and degree of linear 
polarization. We observed that structures with relatively large gaps tended to direct light less, 
likely due to the less-intense electric near fields within the gap. This would decrease the 
emission enhancement of the quantum dots (QDs) within the gap and thus increase the weight 
of the QDs coupled to the antennas from outside the gap. Since the QDs are attached to the 
SRR at random positions, these results demonstrate the robustness of our nanoantenna design 
for directing light from local emitters. 
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Figure 2.3 Back focal planes images of different antennas demonstrating the reproducibility of 
the directional emission patterns obtained by coupling quantum dots (QDs) to our nanoantennas. 
All the structures are 250 by 250 nm and have bridges between 40 and 70 nm and gaps between 35 and 
55 nm, with the best experimental directivity coming from one measured (with a scanning electron 
microscope) to have a 50 nm bridge and 35 nm gap. Each measurement had a 10-second integration 
time and the QDs were excited by a circularly-polarized He-Ne laser at 633 nm with 10 µW of power. 
The maximum number of counts for each measurement nanoantenna is: (a) 131k, (b) 55k, (c) 86k, (d) 
54k, (e) 88k and (f) 16k. 
 
 
2.3 Multipole model 
 
 The far field emission pattern may be accurately represented by a superposition of 
multipolar point sources but we do not know a priori which multipoles are the dominant terms 
in our nanoantennas. To identify these terms we employ the finite-difference time-domain 
method (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical Inc.) with a SRR of the same nominal dimensions as in 
the experiment and a point electric dipole source positioned in the antenna gap where the 
electric near field is strongest. Using the formalism described in Chapter 1 (eq. 1.2-1.6) for the 
scattering of plane waves, we used the electromagnetic fields recorded on a spherical surface 
(radius of 10 µm) to calculate the moments of the electric and magnetic dipoles and 
quadrupoles. The multipolar moments which dominate the emission pattern are found to be an 
electric dipole on the x-axis (px), a magnetic dipole along the z-axis (mz), two dependent electric 
quadrupole terms on the x-y plane (Qxy = Qyx) and two dependent magnetic quadrupole terms 
on the y-z plane. By calculating the radiated powers based on the multipolar moments [29], the 
first three terms radiate powers of similar magnitude and are each between one and two orders 
of magnitude higher than the y-z magnetic quadrupole; they are also at least four orders of 
magnitude higher than any of the other dipole or quadrupole components. Therefore, in 
subsequent modeling we only consider the dominant three components px, mz and Qxy = Qyx. 
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 The directional emission of the SRR antennas is adequately modeled by the interference 
of these three multipolar point sources radiating near a glass substrate [48-49]. We normalize 
their respective emissions so that each one radiates the same total power through the substrate. 
By varying the phase and amplitude of mz and Qxy with respect to px and propagating the total 
interference to the far field, we fit the pattern to the measurement using a non-linear least 
squares method (Fig. 2.2c). The interference between mz and px is maximized when the phase 
is 0.5π or 1.5π, whereas a value of 0 or π prevents them from interfering. The interference 
between Qxy and px behaves similarly. The best fit is obtained when all three components are 
considered, with amplitudes |mz| = 0.14 and |Qxy| = 0.50 and respective phases are 1.23π and 
0.70π. An identical solution is found with phases of 1.77π and 0.30π, which are equidistant 
from the phases of maximum forward interference for mz and Qxy, respectively. In both cases, 
the phases of mz and Qxy cause them to simultaneously interfere with px constructively and 
destructively in the same directions. The moments extracted with this fit thus indicate that the 
measured directivity is primarily due to electric quadrupole-dipole interference, assisted to a 
lesser extent by magnetic-electric dipole interference. 
 
 The multipolar fit is in excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental 
observation, reproducing the experimental patterns in detail (compare Fig. 2.2a and 2.2c). The 
fit results also allow us to determine the directivity of the antenna by calculating its radiation 
outside of our NA and thus not detected in the experiment. The directivity is defined as the 
ratio of the power in a given direction over that of an isotropic source.34 By taking into account 
the light radiated both into and out of the substrate, we find a directivity of 10.1 dB in the 
maximum direction. This value is comparable to the 10-14 dB directivities achieved with radio-
frequency Yagi-Uda arrays [76].  
 
 
2.4. Radiative rate enhancement 
 
 Next, we further demonstrate the robustness of this antenna design through numerical 
simulations by analyzing the performance of the SRR antenna with respect to changes in its 
dimensions as well as in the position of a local emitter around the antenna. We simulate a point 
electric dipole source located at different positions and orientations around the antenna 
structure which is on a substrate, unlike the previous simulations realized for the multipolar fit. 
We define the radiated power enhancement (RPE) as the total power radiated by the electric 
dipole coupled to the antenna normalized by the power radiated by an electric dipole in vacuum. 
This figure of merit is equal to both the increase in decay rate and the increase of the local 
density of states [77]. We find that the emission is greatly enhanced for an electric dipole 
located within the antenna gap and oriented across, in contrast with other positions and 
orientations (Fig. 2.4). 
 
 Given such drastic contrast in emission enhancement, we focus our analysis on emitters 
coupled to the uSSR from within the gap and polarized across it. We tune the structure’s size 
parameter L (Fig. 2.1b); for L = 250 nm the center of the broadband enhancement region is 
aligned with the QD emission spectrum (red line in Fig. 2.5a and shaded area). For that antenna, 
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we systematically displace an x-polarized electric dipole source along the antenna gap and find 
that the radiated power is enhanced over a 200 nm spectral band for dipole positions covering 
two-thirds of the gap (Fig. 2.5b) while a source closer to the end of the gap has a much lower 
radiated power for wavelengths within the QD emission spectrum. Such widely distributed 
enhancement offers a large area and bandwidth for the QDs to couple to the antenna efficiently. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 The radiated power enhancement of electric dipoles coupled to a uSRR from various 
positions and orientations. The size parameters are identical to those of Fig. 2.2. The radiated power 
enhancement (RPE) is defined as the power radiated by a dipole coupled to an antenna normalized by 
the power radiated by a dipole in vacuum. (a) A representation of the gold U-shaped split-ring 
resonator studied here and some of the different electric dipole positions and orientations studied. The 
distance between the emitter and the gold structure was kept constant. (b) The RPE spectrum for 
single electric dipole emitters coupled to the SRR from the color-coded positions shown in (a). 
 
 
 From these simulations we also calculate the system’s external quantum efficiency to 
obtain 71% for an electric dipole emitter with 100% intrinsic efficiency at an optimal position 
(60 nm from the bridge) at the central QD emission wavelength. By combining this quantum 
efficiency with the previously obtained directivity, we estimate the average antenna gain [76] 
to be 6.8 dB in the case of a perfect electric dipole emitter with the broadband spectrum of our 
QDs. 
 
 Simulated electric and magnetic near fields have main components along the x and z 
axes, respectively, for a source at the same position 60 nm away from the bridge. The |Ex| and 
|Hz| field distributions (Fig. 2.5c) reveal a similarity to the third resonant mode in thin U-shaped 
SRRs [73-74, 78], here distorted for thick SRRs by the large arm widths and a narrow gap. At 
the third mode charge accumulates at the top of the arms, the bottom and in between, and this 
can been seen in Fig. 2.5b where the RPE near 720 nm peaks when the emitter is at the middle 
or top of the antenna gap. The wavelengths around this third-order mode of SRRs possess 
electric dipole and quadrupole scattering cross-sections of similar magnitude with a relatively 
small magnetic dipole contribution [47], in contrast with the first and second-order modes [79-
80]. Accordingly, the distribution of |Hz|, with its two maxima out of phase, has no clear 
magnetic dipole moment (blue arrows in Fig. 2.5c). Related structures known as dolmens, with 
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separated arms and bridge elements, were also shown to have strong electric quadrupole-dipole 
interactions [81-82]. These observations confirm that the directivity of the SRR is mainly due 
to the interference of electric quadrupole and dipole moments.  
  
 
 
Figure 2.5 Broadband emission enhancement for emitters at different positions. The radiated 
power enhancement compared to a dipole in vacuum is analyzed as a function of antenna size and 
emitter position within the antenna gap. (a) By changing the antenna size parameter L (with b = 50 and 
g = 35 nm) for an emitter positioned 15 nm below the center of the antenna along the y-axis, the antenna 
spectrum can be tuned to the quantum dot emission spectrum (shaded region). (b) Power radiated by an 
emitter coupled to an antenna with L = 250 nm when displaced along the center of the antenna gap. The 
dashed vertical lines correspond to the FWHM of the QD emission spectrum and the horizontal line 
depicts the dipole position in (a) – red curve. (c) The electric near field is maximum when the emitter 
is located at that optimal position 60 nm from the bridge. The simulated distributions of |Ex| and |Hz| 
reveal characteristics of the third resonant mode of a SRR at the central wavelength of the QD emission 
(790 nm). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 A comparison of experimental and simulated emission patterns. Azimuthal polar plots 
(φ = 0 to 360°) at the angle of maximum emission (θ = 43°) for two dipole positions (black and grey 
curves) compared to experimental measurements (red) at wavelengths between (a) 750 and 830 nm (the 
QD emission spectrum at FWHM), (b) 750 and 770 nm, and (c) 800 and 830 nm. The experimental 
measurement in (a) contains the entire QD emission spectrum and (b) and (c) were measured using 
spectral filters. The simulated patterns are weighted averages of different sections of the approximately 
Gaussian QD emission spectrum. 
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 By comparing the measured angular radiation patterns to the ones obtained in FDTD 
simulations for sources at the center and edge of the gap (Fig. 2.6, dashed black and grey 
curves, respectively), we conclude that the operation of the antenna in our experiments is 
dominated by quantum dots located within the high field enhancement region of the gap. In 
contrast, when the dipole is located at the end of the gap (emitter position of 180 nm in Fig. 
3b) the system emits predominantly in the backward direction (grey curves in Fig. 2.6a-c). 
However, due to our tuning of the SRR size to maximize directivity over the QD emission 
spectrum (which is slightly red-shifted from the third mode peak), the positions from which 
the system radiates in the forward direction have a much higher RPE than those radiating in 
the backward direction (Fig. 2.5b), and additionally, the emitter positions resulting in forward 
emission also cover a larger area of the antenna gap. 
 
 Regarding the spectral dependence of the directionality, the simulated radiation patterns 
indicate directional emission over a bandwidth of 200 nm for emitters at the center of the 
antenna gap. This broadband directivity has been decomposed in two different spectral bands, 
using filters. Figs. 2.6b and c show nearly identical experimental (red) and simulated (black) 
angular patterns for both bands. Regarding polarization, we note that for this emitter position 
the simulated DOLP of the antenna emission at these wavelengths is between 0.61 and 0.63, in 
good agreement with the experimental value of 0.60 and indicative of good coupling 
efficiencies between emitters and antennas. In conclusion, our simulations explain the origin 
of the experimentally observed robustness of the antenna directivity with respect to emitter 
position and wavelength. 
 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
 
 With a more compact, more broadband and more robust single-element design, our 
multipolar interference antennas direct light emission comparably better than previously 
realized directional nanoantennas. The antenna has a footprint of only λ3/200, the directional 
bandwidth is about 200 nm and there is no need to accurately position the emitters. Further 
tuning of the geometrical parameters or selectively positioning local emitters may result in 
higher directional and radiative enhancements. Interestingly, split-ring resonators may be 
patterned by simpler nanofabrication methods such as shadow-mask lithography because they 
do not require the alignment of multiple elements. Therefore, these results are promising for 
the integration of directional nanoantennas in light-emitting and harvesting devices. 
 
 From a fundamental point of view, understanding the directional response of a SRR is 
necessary to explain transmission and absorption spectra commonly found in experiments on 
metamaterials. For example, optical activity has been observed for achiral arrays of SRRs under 
oblique incidence [83, 84], which is a direct consequence of the multipolar origin of the 
directivity of a single SRR. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Controlling the second 
harmonic generation from 
dipole antennas 
 
Metal nanoantennas give a relatively strong nonlinear optical response due to the confined 
fields in the antenna hot spots. In general, nonlinear processes are forbidden in centrosymmetric 
media, so in plasmonic nanoantennas the surface contribution dominates over the bulk as 
symmetry is broken at the antenna surface. In this Chapter, we tailor the antenna resonance to 
the fundamental wavelength and measure the angular pattern of its second harmonic generation. 
We demonstrate that the second harmonic generation of a single dipole antenna resonant at the 
fundamental wavelength has a quadrupolar pattern in the second harmonic, and characterize 
them through both theory and simulations, which are in good agreement with the experiment. 
Our findings establish a basis for the controlled driving of coherent optical fields in 
nanoantennas, and for the understanding and development of innovative quantum nano-optical 
components and devices. 
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3.1 From quantum emitters to SHG 
 
In the previous chapter we showed how one can control the emission direction of quantum dots 
through the use of plasmonic nanoantennas. Proper choice of antenna modes allow for certain 
radiation patterns to be achieved, with the interference of said modes being the source of 
directional emission. However, as such modes are static, controlled switchable bidirectional 
emission from such an antenna is not possible at a given wavelength. Furthermore, the 
positioning of emitters such as quantum dots at multiple antenna “hot spots” cannot typically 
make for a coherent interference as spontaneous emission, even when enhanced, is incoherent. 
As multiple single photon sources cannot interfere coherently, in this chapter we turn to a 
coherent process, specifically second harmonic generation (SHG), directly emitted by 
plasmonic antennas with the intent of controlling the phase of the antenna near field in 
excitation in order to manipulate the emitted second harmonic pattern of said antenna in the far 
field. 
 
Plasmonics has been demonstrated to be of substantial use for increasing the efficiency 
of nonlinear optical processes [17, 85] as surface plasmon resonances can greatly enhance 
electromagnetic fields, and these processes have exponential dependencies on said fields. For 
example, Raman scattering can be enhanced by orders of magnitude to the point of single 
molecule Raman scattering becoming possible [86, 87]. Second (and higher order) harmonic 
generation from single nanoparticles has long been the topic of theoretical studies [88-97], and 
while much work has been done on metasurfaces and 2D and 3D arrangements of metallic 
particles [98, 99], the experimental studies of nonlinearities in single plasmonic objects has 
been more limited, though it is an expanding field [100-105]. The reason that the focus of many 
works has been mainly on enhancing nonlinear effects of arrays and not single antennas is 
because the signals from single plasmonic objects are usually extremely low and the objects 
under study may easily be destroyed before an appreciable signal can be detected. This 
threshold has started to be experimentally overcome in recent years through the design of 
antennas with double resonances that enhance both the fundamental and their harmonic fields 
[95, 95, 104]. However, despite the recent advances in this field, coherent control of the local 
phase of a nonlinear optical source [90] has yet to be experimentally demonstrated.  
 
 
3.2 Single antenna SHG 
 
In our experiments, in order to achieve a bright enough second harmonic signal while 
minimizing photodamage to the optical antennas studied, high peak power and low average 
power are required. If we consider two ultrafast laser pulses of the same energy, with, for 
example, 10 and 100 fs durations, the 10 fs pulse will give 100x more SH signal.   To compress 
our broadband laser pulses to the Fourier limit we use the broadband laser and the pulse shaping 
process called MIIPS described in Chapter 1. As previously, our excitation beam is focused to 
a diffraction-limited spot with a 1.46 NA oil-immersion objective mounted in a confocal 
microscope, and the nonlinear emission of single antennas is collected in both the Fourier plane 
and the image plane. 
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To fabricate the nanorods we use e-beam lithography to define the antennas as 
described in Chapter 1. Next, we scan a sweep array of dipole antennas (Fig. 3.1a) where each 
column is nominally identical and the antenna length increases 10 nm with each row, from 110 
to 240 nm. Both the antennas and the excitation polarization are oriented vertically. The first 
order (dipole) mode for our broadband laser spectrum corresponds to a length of 130 nm, and 
a height and width of 40 nm. We detect the nonlinear emission from single nanoantennas while 
exciting with a typical average power of 50-100 µW at the focus, which corresponds to a peak 
power density of 40-80 GW/cm2. As the nonlinear emission of the antennas is predominantly 
the incoherent process of two-photon photoluminescence (TPPL), we filter it out (along with 
the excitation beam) using a 670 nm short-pass dichroic mirror, a 532 short-pass dichroic filter 
and a 390 nm band-pass filter with a FWHM of 50 nm. While this last filter blocks a small 
portion of our signal of interest (< 20%), it helps ensure the removal of all of the TPPL. Next, 
we select a resonant antenna from the third row from the bottom with a length of 130 nm and 
measure its emission spectrum and pattern (Fig. 3.1b-e). Notice the changes in both the 
spectrum and the emission pattern just by attenuating our laser with a neutral density filter OD 
0.25, which corresponds to 1.78 times more/less light. The peak in the spectrum is over 4 times 
higher despite the fact that if it were purely SHG the change would be expected to be a factor 
of 3.16 (1.782) due to the exponential dependence of SHG. This is indicative that one or more 
higher order processes start dominating at higher powers [106-108]. Looking to the angular 
patterns, we see that at the lower power measurement (Fig. 3.1d) there seems to be an up-down 
pattern with a horizontal minimum crossing the center, whereas at the higher power (Fig.3.1c) 
there seems to be an omnidirectional and azimuthally symmetric pattern superimposing itself 
over the top and bottom emission lobes. If we suppose that the pattern in Fig. 3.1d is pure SHG, 
account for the theoretical increase in emission (a factor 3.16), and subtract it from the pattern 
in Fig. 3.1c, we obtain Fig. 3.1e. This pattern appears to be almost perfectly omnidirectional 
with no features worth mentioning aside from its symmetry. As each multipole has a clear 
angular pattern, an omnidirectional emission is a clear sign of incoherent emission, and we 
assume this one to be a result of three-photon luminescence and/or a cascade of effects 
sometimes referred to as white light super continuum. For the remainder of this Chapter we 
will avoid driving our antennas at such high powers so that we only observe SHG. Fortunately, 
any “leakage” from higher order processes is usually noticed quickly due to the brightness and 
omnidirectionality of the emission. Another sign that the antennas are being driven too strongly 
is the unstable but generally decreasing emission rate over time, which we understand to be 
due to directly damaging our antennas, either through melting, which depends on the average 
power, or through ablation, which depends on the peak power. 
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Figure 3.1 A first look at the nonlinear emission from Au dipole antennas. (a) A scan of an antenna 
sweep array in which every row is nominally identical and the antenna length increases 10 nm with 
each row, from 110 nm (bottom row) to 240 nm (not visible). The peak emission corresponds to a length 
of 130 nm, and both the antennas and the excitation polarization are oriented vertically. (b) The 
spectrum measured from a single 130 nm antenna while changing the incident power by a factor of 1.78. 
The peak increases by more than a factor 4 and not 1.782 = 3.16, as one would expect from SHG. (c-d) 
The back focal plane (BFP) images corresponding to these two incident powers. At higher powers an 
azimuthally symmetric and omnidirectional emission predominates over the two up-down lobes that 
appear at lower power. (e) The difference between the BFP pattern (c) and 3.16 times (d), which is 
azimuthally symmetric. 
 
 
Further measurements from an array of purely resonant antennas (Fig. 3.2a) reveal that 
we have no signal from anything but the antennas. Their relative brightness can vary more than 
a factor 2 from antenna to antenna, but all of them are visible in the second harmonic. BFP 
measurements from a number of them (Fig. 3.2b-f) show that their emission pattern is 
extremely consistent even if some of them are darker and/or less symmetric. We attribute this 
asymmetry to slight differences in the antenna apexes during nanofabrication [92]. They all 
show the same two emission lobes at the top and bottom and have a horizontal minimum across 
the middle. Note how, as the antennas are oriented vertically, the main emission lobes of BFP 
images are exactly perpendicular to where one would expect them to be if the emission were 
dipolar, as dipoles have their emission peak exactly perpendicular to the dipole axis. Figure 
3.3a shows the angular pattern of a dipole and quadrupole radiating in free space. The rotational 
symmetry of the dipole (red) and quadrupole (black) give 3D patterns that are the known 
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“doughnut” for the former and a “diabolo” for the latter. Fig. 3.3b sketches half of the diabolo 
pattern to help visualize the quadrupole emission pattern in free space. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, when such emitters are placed near the interface of two materials of different 
refractive indices, the light predominantly radiates into the higher index medium with a peak 
near the critical angle, so in practice half of the diabolo shape is being refracted into the glass 
side of our glass-air interface. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 SHG measurements from an array of identical 130 nm antennas resonant at the 
fundamental. The antenna orientation and the excitation polarization are vertical. (a) A piezo scan of 
an array of antennas. While all of the antennas are clearly visible, their brightness can greatly vary, as 
their edge sharpness can be critical for brighter/darker SHG. (b-f) Angular emission patterns from five 
different antennas, each with an integration time of 10 seconds. Note how while some are brighter than 
others, and some have less symmetric emission lobes, but all of them generally show the top and bottom 
lobes with a horizontal minimum across the center. 
 
 
We calculate the BFP pattern of a quadrupole next to a glass-air interface (Fig. 3.3c), 
and find that it is practically identical to the experimental patterns measured in Fig. 3.2. The 
four-lobed pattern in Fig 3.3a becomes only a two-lobed pattern in the BFP image in 3.3c 
because the top two and bottom two lobes are connected by the rotational symmetry shown in 
3.3b, before being refracted into the glass side of the interface. The fact that the SHG from a 
single nanoantenna at its dipole resonance in the fundamental wavelength has a quadrupolar 
radiation pattern is a clear indication of the coherence of the process.  
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Figure 3.3 A closer look at the linear quadrupole. (a) A polar plot of the emission pattern of an 
electric dipole and an electric quadrupole, both oriented vertically, in free space. Note the rotational 
symmetry. (b) A 3D sketch of half the emission pattern of the quadrupole; the black lines denote the 
exterior and grey lines the interior. A full 3D pattern would resemble a “diabolo” toy with a top and 
bottom “cup”. (c) The calculated BFP pattern of a quadrupole radiating at a glass-air interface. (d) A 
comparison of the experimental data and calculated quadrupole, which were obtained by calculating the 
polar coordinates of each point along a vertical line bisecting Fig. 3.2b and 3.3c. 
 
 
The source of the quadrupolar SHG pattern 
 
Generally, centrosymmetric media only have a non-zero χ(2) at the surface where symmetry is 
broken, but this is only true in the electric dipole approximation, so higher order contributions 
may be possible [88, 89]. In the case of a dipole resonance, the electric near field has its 
strongest maxima at the surface of the antenna apexes, as well as a weak, relatively flat field 
that traverses the antenna. As the gradient of such a field is practically zero we will disregard 
the bulk in this Chapter. 
 
The radiation pattern of a quadrupole is by definition that of two parallel dipoles 
arranged uniaxially and radiating exactly π out of phase, so we must consider the possibility 
that each end of the antenna is radiating like a dipole in the second harmonic and only 
interfering in the far field. Indeed, several of the surface χ(2) terms give a SH dipole field that 
is dependent on 	r9 ∙	|Eω|2, where r9 is the vector normal to the surface. This means that for a rod 
antenna, two SH dipoles radiate exactly π out of phase due to their surface normals being 
antiparallel. However, it is also possible that the antenna, aside from being the emitter, can also 
act as a scatterer, and as the 130 nm Au rod has its λ/2 resonance at ω it might be scattering the 
2ω photons close to its λ resonance. 
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To analyze this notion we use FDTD simulations. In them, we model the coverslip, the 
thin ITO layer, and the Au antenna according to experimentally measured parameters in a SEM. 
We then place a dipole emitter at one or both antenna apexes exactly at the Au-air interface, 
polarized along the antenna axis. When driven resonantly at the fundamental wavelength we 
see how the antenna “hot spots” are equally intense despite the fact that there is only one dipole 
on one side of the antenna (Fig. 3.4a). The phase map for the same case (Fig. 3.4d) shows that 
the two hot spots are almost exactly in phase as they are nearly the same color, with the slight 
difference being attributed to gold not being a perfect conductor. It may be confusing to the 
reader, but the hot spots being approximately in phase simply means that the field lines at each 
hot spot are parallel and in this case are pointing left as the phase is roughly π and eiπ = -1. This 
indicates that there is positive charge at the left apex and negative charge at the right. Between 
the two hot spots and along the antenna the phase is mostly 0, so the field lines there go from 
left to right, from the positive charge to the negative, as it should be. 
 
Going down to SHG at a wavelength of 400 nm for the single dipole case (Fig. 3.4b), 
we find that the dipole is unable to drive much of a charge oscillation on the opposite antenna 
end as the field there is roughly one-sixth of the intensity around the dipole emitter. Finally we 
add the second dipole emitter on the opposite end to the first and have them radiate π out of 
phase. The 800 nm case is omitted because their destructive interference give nearly 0 fields. 
The appearance of a second field maxima along the antenna length (Fig. 3.4c) is generally 
indicative of a λ resonance. However, the hot spots at the apexes are actually weaker than the 
single dipole case (again, by about one-sixth), which means that they have an inefficient 
destructive interference. That fact indicates that the mode being driven has odd-parity, and is 
likely the 3λ/2 (octupole) mode. Normally, the phase map (Fig. 3.4f) would be useful for 
identifying the mode, but the two π out-of-phase dipoles will always create a phase map that is 
completely antisymmetric. The mode would also normally be clear from the single dipole in 
Fig. 3.4b&e, but as the antenna quenches so much at 400 nm it is difficult to discern. 
 
Thus, we take a more rigorous approach with the data we record in the simulation. We 
use two box monitors, each consisting of six planar power monitors, to record the power 
radiated by the dipoles, and a larger box encompassing the entire system to record the total 
radiated power. The total radiated power divided by the sum of the dipole powers gives the 
quantum efficiency (QE) of the system, assuming 100% efficient dipole emitters when they 
radiate in a homogenous non-absorbing medium. This figure of merit removes any wavelength 
dependent enhancements and allows us to compare and contrast the crosstalk of the dipole 
emitters at the antenna apexes.  
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Figure 3.4 FDTD simulations of antenna near field at both the fundamental and the SH, when 
driven by one dipole emitter or two. (a-c) The near fields |Ex| at the central fundamental wavelength 
of 800 nm (a), the central second harmonic wavelength of 400 nm (b), and the same wavelength when 
driven by two out-of-phase dipoles instead of one. (d-e) their respective phases in the same order. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 The quantum efficiency (QE) and radiated power of electric dipole emitters radiating 
from the apexes of a dipole antenna. The red curve is the radiated power spectrum of a single dipole 
coupled to the antenna. The solid black curve is the QE of that same dipole, the dotted curve is the QE 
of two in-phase dipoles, one at each apex, and the dashed curve is the QE of two out-of-phase dipoles, 
also at each apex. The vertical grey lines denote the mode of the antenna at those wavelengths, with the 
λ/2 (dipole) mode for λ > 625 nm, the λ (quadrupole) mode between 505 and 625 nm, and the 3λ/2 
(octupole) mode between 350 and 505 nm. 
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In Fig. 3.5 - red we see what portion of light a single dipole emitter radiates to the far 
field when coupled to a nanoantenna nominally identical to the ones in our experiment. The 
large peak near 800 nm corresponds to the dipole resonance of the antenna, and as the curve 
quickly drops we find ourselves off resonance and in the region where gold is highly absorbing. 
The solid black curve corresponds to the QE of same case, while the dotted and dashed curves 
correspond to the QE of two in and out-of-phase dipoles, respectively. Note how at the dipole 
resonance, the two out-of-phase dipoles destructively interfere with one another, but as the 
wavelength decreases all three black curves cross over each other near 625 nm and the dashed 
line becomes the largest value. This is the wavelength at which they started constructively 
interfering, i.e., the λ resonance. These lines converge and cross again at 505 nm and at 350 
nm, such that between 350 and 505 nm is the 3λ/2 resonance, as was indicated in the analysis 
of Fig. 3.4, and below 350 nm is the 2λ resonance. The most important thing to note is that at 
wavelengths shorter than ~550 nm, the interference of the dipoles through the antenna is quite 
reduced, as can be seen by the close proximity of the dashed and dotted lines. 
 
This demonstrates that the quadrupolar mode of our antenna, between 500 and 630 nm, 
is well outside our SHG spectrum (380-420 nm), and in fact would correspond to the antenna’s 
3λ/2 (octupolar) mode. The angular pattern of this mode [49] was not observed in any of our 
measurements, and thus these results lead us to the conclusion that the radiation pattern is not 
generated by antenna’s mode at the second harmonic wavelength. Thus, the experimentally 
observed pattern is due to the far-field interference of the two apex dipoles, and the role of the 
antenna after the second harmonic is generated, is that of a non-resonant and partially 
quenching scatterer.  
 
 
3.4 Phase control 
 
Now that we understand that SHG allows us to create phase-related dipole emitters at 
controlled nanometric distances, we can use this coherent property to control the phase of an 
antenna in order to change the angular pattern. To achieve this we fabricated a simple 2D 
structure, a cross antenna with each axis being a dipole resonant at the same excitation 
wavelength (Fig. 4.6a). The angular pattern of such an antenna will depend on the polarization 
of our excitation beam. If the cross is driven with linearly polarized light along either of the 
two antenna axes, then the expected radiation pattern is that of a linear quadrupole oriented 
along the polarization axis. If we excite with diagonally or circularly polarized light, we will 
drive both perpendicular components simultaneously, either in phase or π/2 out of phase. A 
phase difference of π/2 between the two antenna axes means that when one axis is at its field 
maxima, the other is at a current maximum and field minimum (in absolute value). As each 
axis radiates like a quadrupole, this change in phase between the two quadrupole emitters can 
reveal the four-lobe pattern seen in the back focal plane calculation shown in Fig. 3.6c, or 
suppress the lobes and achieve an azimuthally symmetric pattern (Fig. 3.6f). Experimental 
measurements reveal that indeed, we can control the relative phase between the perpendicular 
antenna elements through the careful manipulation of a quarter- and half-waveplate.  The 
horizontal and vertical polarizations give exactly what was expected (Fig. 3.6 h-i), and the 
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diagonal (Fig. 3.6b) and circular polarizations (Fig. 3.6e) give imperfect but clearly identifiable 
patterns. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Controlling the phase of SHG to change the emission pattern of a single cross antenna. 
(a) A sketch of a cross antenna excited by diagonally polarized light and the resulting charge distribution. 
(b) The BFP measurement of SHG under the conditions described in (a). (c) The calculated BFP image 
of two perpendicular in-plane quadrupoles radiating in phase. (d) A sketch of a cross antenna excited 
by circularly polarized light and the resulting charge distribution. When the fields are maximum on one 
axis the current is maximum on the other. (e) The BFP measurement of SHG under the conditions 
described in (d). (f) The calculated BFP image of two perpendicular quadrupoles radiating π/2 out of 
phase. (g) A sketch of a vertically/horizontally polarized cross antenna and the resulting charge 
distribution. (h-i) The BFP measurements of SHG under the conditions described in (g). 
 
 
As with the rods, the slight differences between the measurement and theory are attributed to 
imperfections in the fabrication process, particularly along the antenna edges from which the 
second harmonic is primarily generated [92]. Even within the linear quadrupole patterns, the 
two lobes generally have asymmetric intensities, thus finding an antenna with four identical 
edges becomes exponentially more challenging. Despite all of this, the 45° rotation of a 
broadband quarter-waveplate has a clear effect on changing the radiation pattern from a four-
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lobe pattern in the back focal plane to a much more azimuthally symmetric one with its lobes 
becoming fused together. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 
In the context of nonlinear plasmonics, angular measurements combined with the multipole 
expansion are a powerful tool for understanding how coherent nonlinear processes occur and 
interact at the single antenna level, which may then be scaled up to metasurfaces [98 ,99]. Due 
to the nature of these processes, this may lead to interesting effects such as selective, directional 
coupling to waveguides [109-111], and for devices which may serve to produce or detect 
optical orbital angular momentum at the nanoscale [112-114]. 
 
In this chapter, we presented a detailed study of the second harmonic radiation patterns 
of Au dipole and cross antennas. These results provide a new path for devices requiring 
coherence for control, such as optical switches and optoelectronic interfaces, with ample 
opportunity for further enhancements through antenna design, material selection, and the use 
of other nonlinear processes. This use of coherent emission allowed us to gain an extra 
parameter of control over an often-static property of light emission with optical antennas - its 
phase. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Second harmonic generation 
from crystalline silicon 
nanowires 
 
When driving nonlinear process, plasmonic antennas are typically much brighter than non-
metallic nanoparticles of equal size due to their ability to confine optical fields to nanometric 
volumes, but they are also highly susceptible to photodamage. Dielectric and semiconductors 
are not nearly as sensitive to this type of damage. As these materials can be pumped at much 
higher powers, they allow for the study of other, non-dominant, second order processes. In this 
Chapter, we measure and identify other, non-dominant contributions to second harmonic 
generation through their distinct angular emission patterns. These findings advance our 
understanding of different competing nonlinear processes and demonstrate a new application 
for angular imaging, the differentiation of the multiple origins of second harmonic generation.    
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4.1 From metal to semiconductor 
 
High refractive-index nanostructures exhibit optical properties different from metallic 
nanostructures [61-66, 115-117]. While a surface plasmon propagates along the dielectric-
metal surface due to its free surface electrons, in a dielectric or semiconductor the electrons are 
bound, allowing for local polarizability. The difference is that photons can propagate through 
both the interior and edges of a non-metallic geometry. In the case of a metallic nanosphere, 
driving it at its dipole resonance results in a charge oscillation back and forth from its poles 
(Fig. 4.1a). In contrast, the first resonant modes of a high-index sphere (Fig. 4.1b), light is 
reflected along its inner surface along the edge at oblique angles, often called a Whispering 
Gallery Mode [118], where the polarization of the impinging light defines whether the dipole 
moment of the resonance is electric or magnetic. For a sphere with a given refractive index and 
radius, its electric and magnetic dipole modes are at different wavelengths due to their different 
Fresnel coefficients for transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) incidence, with 
the electric dipole mode being at a shorter wavelength for a given refractive index [117]. 
Guided modes can also be excited with such materials, with their resonances depending on the 
size and shape of the medium. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic of the differences between resonances in metal and high refractive index 
spheres. The green arrows denote the polarization axis (in or out of plane) and the propagation direction. 
(a) Linearly polarized light induces a charge oscillation along the polarization axis of a metal sphere. 
(b) Linearly polarizaed light is reflected along the inner surface of a high-index sphere, with either in 
plane polarization (magnetic resonance), or out of plane polarization (electric resonance). 
 
The main advantage of such high index materials with respect to plasmonic materials 
is their greatly reduced losses. High-index materials can be dielectric, but in the visible-to-near-
infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the materials used are more often 
semiconductors, so there are still losses if one is working with light with an energy equal to or 
above the band gap of the semiconductor. The extinction cross section of a metal nanosphere 
is much larger than that of a dielectric nanosphere of equal radius, so more light is absorbed 
per volume of material. Furthermore, in the metal particle, the losses are largely Ohmic and 
thus heat can rapidly damage it, in contrast, a semiconductor will re-radiate a larger portion of 
the absorbed light.  
 
Similar to metal nanoparticles, second harmonic generation can also be obtained with 
semiconductor geometries, with the effects boosted by using their resonant modes [119-124]. 
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Centrosymmetric media, such as single species crystalline semiconductors, have a vanishing 
second order polarizability in the electric dipole approximation, so any second order processes 
that they might have would be reduced to the surface contribution. While higher-order modes 
might also give rise to bulk SHG despite their centrosymmetry (eq. 4.1), typically the field 
gradients in dielectrics are quite small compared to metals. As these materials can be pumped 
at much higher powers, other relatively weak second order nonlinear terms may be observable. 
In recent years, the source of the largest contribution to SHG from single crystalline silicon has 
led to some controversial conclusions. Below is the second order nonlinear polarizability, 
divided into its surface and bulk terms. 
 _( `)(8) = _a	( `) + _ba4*( `)       (4.1) 
 
 
4.2 Underlying research on SHG of SiNWs 
 
Here we address silicon nanowires (SiNWs) and the SHG measured from them. In the works 
of the Paillard Group in Toulouse, they studied the polarization characteristics of the SHG from 
SiNWs of varying dimensions [125-126]. They grew (111)-oriented nanowires with the vapor-
liquid-solid method (VLS) and deposited them onto a glass coverslip. The wire lengths were 
typically 3-4 µm and the diameters studied were 50, 120 and 250 nm, but we will only focus 
on the thinner two wires, which can be seen in Fig. 4.2 (adapted from [126]). In Fig. 4.2a we 
see that the 50 nm wire cannot be detected in SH when excited with TE polarization 
(perpendicular to the wire axis), but does show SH when under TM polarization (parallel to the 
wire axis), and has the SH polarization parallel to the incident polarization. The 120 nm wire 
(Fig. 4.2b), however, has a clear signal under both excitation polarizations. In contrast with the 
50 nm wire, when the 120 wire is excited with TM light it has a definite polarization component 
perpendicular to the excitation. To analyze these polarization properties, we decompose the 
second order nonlinear polarizability into the following components: 
 
 
 _c( ) = χeee( ) [;e ]feg + χe∥∥( ) [;∥ ]feg + χ∥∥e( ) [;e;∥]f∥i                        (4.2) 
 	_ba4*( j)(8) = 	klm;(j) ∙ ;(j)n + o;(j)ml ∙ ;(j)n + p(;(j) ∙ l);(j)        (4.3) 
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Figure 4.2 Second harmonic generation from silicon nanowires of various lengths, excited with 
light polarized perpendicular (TE) and parallel (TM) to the wire axis, and detected with an 
analyzer. TE and TM scans and polarization measurements of the second harmonic from a 50 nm wire 
(a), a 120 nm wire (b), and a 250 nm wire (c). The 50 nm wire has a SH polarization parallel to its axis 
when under TM excitation, but a perpendicular polarization component appears in the 120 nm wire, 
which then becomes the dominant component in the 250 nm wire. The white scale bars are 500 nm. 
Figure adapted from [126]. 
 
 
When under TE excitation (Fig. 4.2 - top), the electric field is perpendicular to the wire 
axis, feg , and it is clear that a SH polarization parallel to the excitation axis is the result of the 
first surface term, χeee  . However, when the incident electric field is parallel to the wire axis, f∥i  (Fig. 4.2 – bottom), the first and third terms in eq. 4.2 vanish and the remaining second term 
should give a SH polarization perpendicular to the wire axis. This is exactly the opposite of 
what was observed for the 50 and 120 nm wires (Figure 4.2 – bottom), so Paillard & 
collaborators expanded their study to the SH bulk components. Due to its surface-like behavior, 
the first term in eq. 4.3 can be included in the first terms of eq. 4.2 with an effective surface 
susceptibility [127-128].  We can also ignore the second term as l ∙ ;j  vanishes in a 
homogeneous medium [129]. Thus, when under TM excitation the bulk is reduced to: 
 
    _ba4*,qr j 8  	pJ s,tsJ 	fug        (4.4) 
 
where z is the direction along the wire axis. As this direction is parallel to the wire axis, this 
bulk contribution is the only component in agreement with the TM polarization measurements 
in Fig 4.2a-b. When the wire diameter is increased, the bulk contribution loses importance as 
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a polarization component perpendicular to the wire axis appears for the 100 nm wire (Fig. 4.2b 
– bottom) and then dominates in the 250 nm wire (Fig. 4.2c – bottom). The appearance of this 
contribution is attributed to the aforementioned second surface term (χe∥∥  ) from eq. 4.2. The 
minimum in signal along the center axis of the 250 nm wire (Fig. 4.2c – bottom) also indicates 
that that this surface contribution is brighter than the bulk. These results are in agreement with 
previous work on the relative magnitudes of the different surface and bulk contributions [130]. 
 
Finally, Paillard et al. simulated the second harmonic fields within a nanowire and 
calculated the far field patterns expected from the χeee   , χe∥∥   , and p contributions from a 
horizontal silicon nanowire in vacuum (Fig 4.3 – also adapted from [126]). The SH near fields 
in Fig. 4.3a bear a resemblance to what one might expect from a plasmonic λ/2 antenna, but 
with its near fields much more spread out as if it were a “wide” antenna, with its spreading 
mainly defined by the width of the excitation spot. Due to this spreading, in contrast to the 
linear quadrupole pattern observed in Chapter 3, the expected angular pattern here would be 
that of several parallel in-phase electric quadrupoles, whose amplitudes decrease as one moves 
away from the excitation spot center, as denoted by the multiple white dipole arrows in Fig. 
4.3d – top. A two-lobed, vertically polarized radiation pattern is the calculated result. A 
practically identical pattern is expected from the surface SHG in Fig. 4.3b. The bulk SH fields 
in Fig. 4.3c are comprised of two regions of opposite sign, as the slope of the excitation field 
changes sign when crossing the peak. This sign change is denoted by the two antiparallel dipole 
arrows in Fig. 4.3d – bottom. As such, the expected radiation pattern from the bulk is expected 
to be that of a linear quadrupole parallel to the wire axis. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 The simulated second harmonic fields from silicon nanowires. (a) The surface SHG 
under TE excitation. (b) The surface SHG under TM excitation. (c) The bulk SHG under TM excitation. 
Only a small section of the semi-infinite wire is shown. The red arrows denote the incident polarization 
and the polar plots are the far field polarization. (d) The surface (top) and bulk (bottom) far field patterns 
calculated from the near fields in (a) and (c). The white arrows denote electric dipoles, and thus the bulk 
contribution is predicted to be a linear quadrupole. The multiple dipoles from the surface are effectively 
multiple parallel electric quadrupoles that destructively interfere along the sides to suppress the side 
lobes that appear in the horizontal polarization of the bulk. Figure adapted from [126]. 
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4.3 The angular patterns of 50 nm SiNWs 
 
While the work of Paillard et al. [125, 126] is indicative of the presence of SHG from the bulk 
of narrow SiNWs, it has not been fully demonstrated. In the presence of multiple SH terms that 
spectrally overlap, polarization measurements are not the only way to distinguish them. In the 
coming sections we investigate samples of SiNWs with a diameter of 50 and 120 nm using 
BFP measurements. The angular patterns of each SH term are also a signature of their origin. 
Placing the 50 nm wire sample in our microscope, which is operating under the same conditions 
as in Chapter 3, we find that we are able to see them under both TE and TM excitation (Fig. 
4.4), in contrast with Figure 4.2a – top. We attribute our much brighter signal to the smaller 
excitation spot size high NA oil-immersion objective, and more importantly, the shorter pulse 
duration of our laser with respect to theirs, ~15 vs ~100 fs, which in turn gives >40x more SH 
signal for the same average power. This not only allows us to detect previously undetectable 
SiNWs, but also produces enough signal to measure their angular emission patterns. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Second harmonic signal and back focal plane images from 50 nm silicon nanowires. 
The red arrows denote the excitation polarization and the white arrows indicate the position on the wire 
where each BFP image was measured. (a-b) Piezo scans of multiple wires of the same 50 nm diameters, 
but with varying lengths. (c-f) The back focal plane measurements of the wire in (a) with TE excitation 
(top), and with TM excitation (bottom), measured from the same positions. The measurements were 
taken from at least 300 nm away from the antenna apexes to avoid the surface contribution when 
exciting with TM polarization, and the TE measurements were done by sending 4 times more power 
into the microscope than for TM polarization. 
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The first observation is that the measurements do not change at all at when exciting the 
wire at different positions, which is indicative of the single crystalline nature of the wire. 
Polycrystalline silicon nanoparticles have been shown to have much brighter SHG due to their 
internal asymmetries [131], but each nanoparticle in that work is likely to have greatly different 
angular patterns due to their differing internal compositions. The measurements done under TE 
excitation (Fig. 4.4c-f TE) show patterns that are practically identical to the calculations done 
by the Paillard Group (Fig. 4.3d top), with two sharp radiation lobes oriented perpendicular to 
the wire axis and zero emission around these two lobes. This confirms the origin of the χeee( )  
surface term. The measurements under TM excitation (Fig. 4.4c-f TM) resemble but are not 
identical to the predicted pattern in Fig. 4.3a. Like the SH quadrupoles studied in Chapter 3, 
there are two main lobes oriented along the wire axis with a minimum bisecting them, but the 
pattern is clearly not without several important differences. An omnidirectional background is 
present, and there are two extra minima vertically crossing the BFP pattern. This background 
is likely the result of a higher-order process (such as of three-photon photoluminescence) [106-
108], but the minima are clearly interference fringes, which would not appear with an 
incoherent source. Such fringes can either be a result of multiple SH emitters radiating 
throughout the wire, or a resonance mode that the nonlinear emission has coupled to. When 
under TM excitation, we know of no physical reason that might justify the presence of a chain 
of SH dipoles emitting along the wire axis, as the field gradient is negligible everywhere except 
under our excitation spot (Fig. 4.3c). For this reason, we performed FDTD simulations to 
understand the modes in the wire and the scattering effects. 
 
Using a total field scattered source to apply the method described in Chapter 1, we 
calculated the extinction cross section of the two wires for both excitation polarizations (Fig. 
4.5). For a wavelength of 800 nm there are no resonance modes, but there is, however, a 
response near 400 nm for all of them, with the thinner wire overlapping better with our 
experimental SH spectrum. Then, taking the quadrupolar prediction from the Paillard group 
calculations, we place such an emitter within a 50 and 120 nm silicon wire and simulate the far 
field scattering pattern (Fig. 4.5b). The expected left-right lobes appear, though in the case of 
the 50 nm wire they are each split into 3 peaks. Signs of this 3-peak splitting are visible in the 
measurements (Fig. 4.4d-f TM). Furthermore, weak interference fringes also appear, despite 
their amplitude and spacing being different from the measurements, which is likely due to a 
difference in simulated wire length. Thus, we attribute the differences between the measured 
BFP image under TM excitation and the theoretical prediction to be due to resonant scattering 
in the wire and the presence of an incoherent higher-order process. 
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Figure 4.5 The simulated extinction spectra and far field patterns of two long silicon nanowires, 
with a diameter of 50 and 120 nm. (a) The extinction spectra for TE and TM polarization of both the 
50 and the 120 nm wires. The extinction is normalized to the plane wave source. The blue and green 
curves correspond to an excitation polarization perpendicular to the wire axis (TE), and the red and 
magenta curves to an excitation polarization parallel to the wire axis (TM). Near the central excitation 
wavelength at 800 nm there are no resonance effects, however, each of the curves shows a resonance 
near 400 nm. (b) The far field radiation pattern of a quadrupole radiating inside a 50 (left) and 120 nm 
(right) silicon wire, oriented horizontally. The pattern is predominantly left-right, with each side having 
3 main peaks in the 50 nm wire, that appear to fuse in the wider, 120 nm wire. 
 
 
4.4 The angular patterns of 120 nm SiNWs 
 
Next, we perform the same measurements on the nanowires with a diameter of 120 nm. As 
with the 50 nm wires, the SH angular emission patterns are practically identical across the wire 
(Fig. 4.6). For TE excitation (Fig. 4.6b-d TE), the angular SH pattern is once more confirms 
the simulations (Fig. 4.3d Surface), while for TM excitation the pattern is drastically changed. 
This change in pattern is a strong indication that another coherent nonlinear process is 
occurring, one that is brighter than the bulk contribution. In fact, each wire radiated SH mainly 
at the critical angle, with multiple sharp peaks around it (Fig. 4.6b-d TM). The main peaks 
positionally overlap with those that appear under TE excitation, which is the expected result 
from a χe∥∥   contribution, which has a pattern similar to that of χeee  . The secondary peaks 
oriented along the wire axis appear to be the result of a relatively weak bulk contribution. The 
simulated angular pattern from the bulk (Fig. 4.5b – right) shows that the three lobes from the 
50 nm wire are fused together, which qualitatively explains the maxima parallel to the wire 
axis.  In contrast with [126], when under TM excitation the surface contribution of the wire 
investigated is ~3x brighter than the bulk instead of ~2x darker. We attribute this difference to 
fabrication [92]. Another difference with respect to our measurements of the 50 nm wire is the 
lack of homogenous background. The narrower wire was driven with 1.6 times more light than 
the wider one when under TM excitation, and the resulting lack of background is indicative 
that the at this lower excitation power any higher-order processes that were present in the 
narrower wire are now comparable to the background noise. 
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To estimate the relative brightness of the SHG from the wires under TE and TM 
excitation, we integrated the total number of counts in each back focal plane image and 
averaged them over various beam positions over a wire. As the incoming intensity of our laser 
beam was constantly adjusted in order to not damage our emCCD, we must correct the counts 
accordingly (Table 4.1). We find that after compensating for the change in the laser intensity 
as well as the wire extinction cross-section, SHG from TM polarization decreases by about a 
factor 2 with respect to TE polarization on the 120 nm wires. This may seem to be a direct 
contradiction to the results in [126], but the distinct extinction spectra were not corrected for 
in that work. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Second harmonic signal and back focal plane images from 120 nm silicon nanowires. 
The red arrows denote the excitation polarization and the white arrows indicate the position on the wire 
where each BFP image was measured. (a) A piezo scan of a wire with a diameter of the 120 nm when 
under TM excitation. (b-d) The back focal plane measurements of the wire in with TE excitation (top), 
and with TM excitation (bottom), measured from the same positions. The measurements were taken 
from at least 300 nm away from the antenna apexes to avoid the surface contribution when exciting 
with TM polarization. 
 
 
As the BFP measurements of the 50 and 120 nm wires under TM excitation are so 
dissimilar, and the surface contribution from the narrower wire was not visible next to the 
bright bulk contribution, we must conclude that the bulk was suppressed via some mechanism. 
An increase in wire diameter may account for some of the suppression of the bulk SH as it is 
radiated from the center of the wire and the absorption coefficient of silicon dramatically 
increases at λ < 500 nm (and has a peak at 290 nm). However, simulations indicate that 
absorption cannot explain a difference greater than a factor 2. The presence of bulk SH in the 
two wires is due to the combination of both the wire geometry and the tight focus of our beam, 
giving rise to a strong field gradient, but the field profile within each wire is different due to 
their different sizes. Even the inefficient coupling to a mode can easily disperse the excitation 
fields within the wire and reduce the gradient, which we believe to be the case here. 
 
Finally, in the values in Table 4.1, we overestimate the relative SHG efficiency in the 
50 nm wire. If we consider that the decrease in relative efficiency is due to higher-order 
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processes and that χe∥∥( )  and p have similar amplitudes, they should each be about two orders 
of magnitude weaker than χeee( ) , which is well in agreement with theoretical predictions [127]. 
 
 
 
 Average 
Counts (cts/s) 
Extinction Cross 
Section (a.u.) 
Corrected 
Counts (cts/s) 
Relative SHG 
Efficiency (a.u.) 
50 nm SiNW  
TM Excitation 
5.6·106 1.6·10-1 8.9·107 TE is ~30 times 
more efficient 
than TM 
50 nm SiNW  
TE Excitation 
3.4·106 5.4·10-3  3.0·109 
120 nm SiNW  
TM Excitation 
6.0·105 4.7·10-1 2.4·106 TE is ~60 times 
more efficient 
than TM 
120 nm SiNW  
TE Excitation 
1.9·106 5.5·10-2 1.4·108 
 
Table 4.1 A study in the number of counts measured with the emCCD. For each wire, the number 
of counts was measured at several positions and averaged, keeping away from the wire apexes. Bear in 
mind that with electron multiplication, it is not the real number of counts measured, but the numbers 
shown are proportional to the actual counts and to each other. As the SH signal was highly dependent 
on the wire diameter and the incident polarization, we adjusted the input excitation power with neutral 
density filters to avoid saturating the camera. The optical density (OD) attenuating our laser for each 
measurement was 1.7, 1.1, 1.6 and 1.3 for 50 nm TM, 50 nm TE, 120 nm TM, and 120 nm TE, 
respectively. The extinction cross-section was taken from Fig. 4.5a for a wavelength of 800 nm. The 
corrected counts corrects for the difference in excitation intensity and the extinction cross section of the 
wire. To do so, first we multiply the average counts by 102N, where N is the difference in optical density 
between the measurements. In the case of the 50 (120) nm wire, the difference was 0.6 (0.3), thus there 
was 100.6 ≈ 4 (100.3 ≈ 2) times more incident power, which should give 16 (4) times more SH signal for 
TM excitation. Then we multiply the TE counts by the square of the ratio of the extinction cross section 
for TE and TM. The relative efficiency is an estimate on the how much more efficient SHG from TE 
and TM excitation is after compensating for the difference in cross-section and neutral density filters. 
We observe that the larger wires see a relative decrease in SH efficiency when under TM excitation, by 
about a factor 2, with respect to TE excitation. 
  
 
In summary, our back focal plane measurements largely confirm the predictions made 
on the origin of second harmonic generation from these crystalline silicon nanowires. The 
predicted angular emission pattern from the bulk contribution was somewhat lacking in that it 
neglected to include the scattering effects of the silicon nanowire itself, but its contribution is 
still supported by our measurements and simulations. We also measured a drastic shift in 
angular radiation patterns when switching from 50 to 120 nm wires, which corresponds to the 
appearance of the parallel surface term that was observed by the Paillard et al. [125-126]. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
 
We have demonstrated the use of back focal plane imaging as a tool to identify different χ( ) 
components in crystalline silicon nanowires due to their different polarization and angular 
symmetries. Typically, bulk contributions are neglected whenever second harmonic generation 
is discussed, but in the 50 nm wire geometry, its presence cannot be denied, particularly when 
tightly focused excitation beams are present. We further used FDTD simulations to show where 
theoretical predictions deviated from our measurements, and calculated the relative magnitude 
of three different second order terms. While exact estimates for their values were not provided 
here, that may well be the next step in advancing the state of the art.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Switchable directional second 
harmonic generation from a 
single nanoantenna 
 
 
By directing light, optical antennas can enhance light−matter interaction and improve the 
efficiency of nanophotonic devices. However, the optical antennas used generally have a 
passive directivity and do not allow for controling or switching of their emission direction. In 
this chapter, we exploit the coherent nature of second harmonic generation and control the 
interference between electric dipole and quadrupole moments of a single nanoantenna, 
exploiting both surface and bulk second harmonic, to switch its predominant emission direction. 
We experimentally demonstrate the operation of such an antenna, and provide insight on the 
origin of the directional emission through simulations and theoretical models. The advantages 
of the presented design bring directional optical antennas closer to practical applications such 
as optical switches and directional waveguides. 
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5.1 From linear to nonlinear; from incoherent to coherent emission 
 
Single emitters such as molecules, ions or quantum dots generally emit as electric dipoles and, 
as shown in Chapter 2, when coupled to optical antennas their emission pattern changes to the 
emission characteristics of the multipole moments of the antenna. A limitation of such designs, 
e.g. the aforementioned SRR in Chapter 2, is that the relative amplitude and phase of each 
multipole is fixed. The coupling of more quantum emitters to such an antenna does not give a 
coherent interference between them despite their having similar or identical spectra and 
radiative decay lifetimes, as the emission is spontaneous, with dephasing time ~50fs, i.e. 
incoherent, and any phase relation between the emitted photons is lost. Coherent processes, do 
not suffer this limitation. Thus, one could think of directing scattering or stimulated emission, 
however both have the problem of the strong background dye to the excitation. Metallic 
antennas, with their strong field confinement, are efficient sources of non-linear response, such 
as SHG [88-104], third harmonic generation [100, 103], coherent anti stokes Raman scattering 
[132-135], etc. Here we will continue to work with SHG with the antenna as the intrinsic source, 
as the spectrally distinct SH is advantageous for background free detection, and of course as 
the SHG constitutes a coherent response which allows phase control. 
 
In Chapter 3 we experimentally demonstrated dipolar antennas at the fundamental 
wavelength radiate as two exactly out-of-phase dipoles or a linear quadrupole at the second 
harmonic wavelength, often referred to as the E1 + E1 → E2 process. We also discussed how 
one might modify the phase between two such antennas when combined perpendicularly in a 
cross configuration. In this chapter, we exploit the potential of this coherent response to 
selectively switch the predominant direction of light emission at the second harmonic 
wavelength. 
 
 
Directional interference 
 
Generally, directional emission can be modeled in two distinct approaches: (1) as a point source 
multipole or (2) as a distribution of multiple electric dipoles. Both approaches are equally 
correct from a theoretical standpoint but provide distinct physical insight. For example, to 
perfectly recreate the emission pattern of a magnetic dipole, an infinite ring of in-phase electric 
dipoles is required in the multipole dipole model (Fig. 5.1).  
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Figure 5.1 A comparison of a magnetic dipole from the multipole expansion and multiple electric 
dipoles. Red and blue arrows denote electric and magnetic dipoles, respectively. (a) The azimuthal 
emission pattern of a ring of in-plane electric dipoles radiating in phase. (b) The azimuthal emission 
pattern of an out-of-plane magnetic dipole. Note how the fields and k-vectors are identical. 
 
  
If one is working with a complex single-element sub-wavelength antenna, such as the 
split-ring in Chapter 2, a multipole expansion is typically the best option as local fields can 
have multipole moments that are all centered around the same source position on the antenna. 
A multiple dipole model would also have worked, however would have required 5 dipoles (2 
of which would be radiating in phase and 2 out of phase) to accurately represent one dipole 
plus one lateral quadrupole. If each dipole would have been radiating with an independent 
phase, then more multipolar components would have been required in the multipole expansion, 
and depending on the number of required components perhaps a multiple dipole model would 
have been a better representation. On the other hand, if one considers a multi-element antenna, 
such as a phased-array or a Yagi-Uda array of dipoles [50], with their lengths and positions 
tuned for directional interference, then clearly a multiple dipole model makes more physical 
sense. In designing a phase-controllable directional SHG antenna, we will exploit the 
interference of different multipoles, and take into account that the emitted SH is proportional 
to the vectorial product of two local fields. Here we will discuss the concepts of wire antennas, 
multipolar antennas, magnetic transitions and quadrupolar modes, local field gradients and 
surface versus bulk second harmonic. 
 
 
Wire antenna: multiple dipoles. 
 
As phased arrays of dipoles are capable of unidirectional emission, how would such a concept 
work in the second harmonic? Taking, for example, the Yagi-Uda antenna, one must note that 
each dipole radiates as a linear quadrupole in the second harmonic with its emission being a 
zero exactly normal to the dipole axis. Such a configuration can work in SHG if all of the rod 
elements are within our laser excitation spot. The directionality of the Yagi-Uda stems from 
the different length of each dipolar element having a slightly different phase. As this is a passive 
effect that geometry is unviable towards our goal of controllable directionality. 
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Another geometry is the wire antenna, which in the linear regime is one of the most 
directional and broadband plasmonic antennas [57, 136-139]. The mode of operation of such 
an antenna is that of a phased uniaxial array of electric dipoles, with a correct spacing and 
dephasing. For this one needs a wire long enough for a propagating surface plasmon to decay 
without being back reflected. It is excited optically at one end to launch the plasmon, and the 
material losses create a constantly decaying amplitude and phase shift from one hot spot to the 
next. As each hot spot radiates like an electric dipole, together their far field interference creates 
a unidirectional emission. A perhaps unexpected attribute of this mode of operation is that it is 
possible to achieve directional emission for all dipole orientations [57], as long as they are all 
parallel to each other and arranged uniaxially. While this method of operation is highly 
directional, implementing it with SHG is not without its issues. For example, the necessary 
dephasing of a propagating plasmon along the wire is disastrous for our broadband excitation, 
which requires in-phase photons to give a visible SH signal. To overcome this issue, we must 
first analyze the multiple mechanisms that can give rise to SHG. 
 
 
5.2 Multipole expansion of SHG: electric dipole, quadrupole, magnetic dipole, field 
gradients 
 
Generally, in nonlinear optics, following the conventional dipole approximation, SH require 
non-centrosymmetric media. For centrosymmetric media, only the symmetry-breaking surface 
contributions are considered. Yet outside the dipole approximation, bulk components may also 
contribute even in centrosymmetric media, with the next order terms being electric field 
gradients and magnetic dipole moments. The non-linear polarization has extra “non-dipolar” 
terms generally omitted. Repeating the equations from Chapter 4, the second harmonic 
polarizability is as follows: 
 _( `)(8) = _a	( `) + _ba4*( `)    (5.1) 
 _( `)(8) = vw( ): ;(y)(8);(`)(8) + vwb( ): ;(y)(8)l;(`)(8)	    (5.2) 
 
In bulk optics the higher order terms can be ignored, however in nanoplasmonics, with 
structures of subwavelength dimensions and fields confined on subwavelength scale, the dipole 
approximation reaches its limits and such higher order terms do become important. With the 
right geometry and/or excitation conditions, one may engineer an increased importance of the 
non-dipolar terms, which may be surface or bulk. Note that bulk SHG may appear in 
centrosymmetric media outside of the dipole approximation, that is to say, if field gradients 
and magnetic contributions are considered. Amongst these possible terms, there is the E1 + M1 
→ E1 and the E1 + E2 → E1 processes, and both processes can potentially originate in both 
the surface and bulk of the medium. Thus, here we aim to exploit these terms by engineering 
an antenna such as to give it a strong magnetic field or electric field gradient within its surface 
and/or bulk, such that it becomes be possible to engineer different sources of SHG, and 
tentatively control their mutual interference in generating the second harmonic. The surface 
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and bulk contributions are decomposed in equations 5.3 and 5.4 below. 
 
 _c( ) = χeee( ) [;e ]feg + χe∥∥( ) [;∥ ]feg + χ∥∥e( ) [;e;∥]f∥i                        (5.3) 
 	_ba4*( j)(8) = 	klm;(j) ∙ ;(j)n + o;(j)ml ∙ ;(j)n + p(;(j) ∙ l);(j)        (5.4) 
 
Each of these components allow for what can be categorized as electric dipole (E1), 
magnetic dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) transitions in the fundamental that give 
electric dipole and quadrupole emission in the second harmonic [88-89, 140]. The typically 
most basic and efficient process, E1 + E1 → E1, is purely dipolar and in this case is forbidden 
due to the symmetry of the problem. The E1 + E1 → E2 process is allowed from all of the 
surface components. The E1 + M1 → E1 process is only forbidden from the χeee
( )
 component, 
but is allowed in all of the others. Finally, the E1 + E2 → E1 process is allowed by all of the 
components. 
 
 
The magnetic dipole contribution 
 
First, we consider the magnetic contribution from the E1 + M1 → E1 process. While the second 
harmonic mechanisms are given in purely electric field terms, the magnetic transition comes 
from the curvature of electric fields that are arise from a net magnetic dipole moment. Given 
that there is no known naturally occurring material that has a non-unity relative magnetic 
permeability at optical frequencies, plasmonic resonances in ring-like structures such as the 
split-ring resonator (SRR) must be considered. Using the SRR as a first-order mode (Fig. 3c), 
one immediately encounters several problems. The first is that the magnetic field maximum is 
outside of the antenna volume and within the hole in the ring. The second is that the surface 
SHG would be “silenced” due to the narrow gap. Silencing is the result of the proximity of the 
two surfaces within the gap radiating as out-of-phase dipoles, similar to the rods in Chapter 4, 
but with a greatly reduced distance, typically from ~130 to ~15 nm. As the moment of a linear 
quadrupole is dependent on the distance squared of the two out-of-phase dipoles that it is 
comprised of, such a moment becomes 75 times darker in this example. This is more than 
enough to counter any possible gains from increased local field enhancements, as they are 
typically a factor 5 or less when compared to a single rod. Thus, antenna gaps must be avoided 
if a surface second harmonic signal is desired. The fabrication of SRRs resonant in the visible-
to-near infrared range is also challenging due to the small antenna size, but not impossible with 
current fabrication techniques, such as focused ion beam milling with a helium source. The 
other issues can be addressed by widening the gap of the split-ring. A semi-circle or V-like 
geometry are both capable of increasing the distance of their electric hot spots as well as 
shifting the location of the magnetic field maxima closer to the edge of the plasmonic material.  
However, this comes at the cost of a reduced magnetic response. Adding a nonlinear material 
to the antenna gap may also give SHG a medium in which the magnetic transition can occur. 
Assuming that such a nonlinear magnetic transition is of the same order as the electric transition 
at the antenna apexes, the concept of directional dipole-quadrupole interference becomes 
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feasible, though without any phase control as the magnetic and electric field maxima have a 
static phase difference defined by the antenna geometry. A static phase difference is, 
unfortunately, precisely what we wish to avoid as our interest lies in active control over the 
antenna’s emission direction. 
 
 
The electric quadrupole contribution 
 
Next, we consider the E1 + E2 → E1 process. In the case of a rod antenna with its first order 
dipole resonance excited at the fundamental wavelength, it will have a maximum electric field 
when the positive and negative charges are localized at the antenna apexes. The quadrupole 
transition at the surface refers to antiparallel SH dipoles that appear around the cross section of 
the rod (Fig. 5.2). Given that the orientation of each SH dipole is necessarily normal to the 
surface, for the cross section of a cylinder in free space, its SHG will be a sum of infinite 
quadrupoles around the antenna center, which gives a zero net emission. While the cross 
section of a fabricated antenna rod is not quite circular, and may have a slightly asymmetric 
charge distribution, these perturbations are still negligible, as they did not appear in the 
measurements in Chapter 3. Furthermore, it is impossible to achieve directional interference 
with the E1 + E1 → E2 process as a dipole perpendicular to a linear quadrupole cannot interfere 
directionally due to their field symmetries. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Electric fields of a dipole antenna and SHG from surface contributions orthogonal to 
the antenna axis. (a) A sketch of the charge distribution and resulting electric field lines of a dipole 
antenna. (b) A sketch of SHG surface dipoles at the cross section of the side of the antenna with negative 
and (c) positive charge. Note that their orientation is independent of both the sign (direction) of the 
electric fields, this is a result of their orientation depending on the direction of the surface normal. 
 
 
The bulk terms β, γ and δ in equation 5.4 also permit the E1 + E2 → E1 process, but 
they depend on electric field gradients. If we take a simple dipole antenna as an example, with 
a positive-negative charge distribution at the antenna apexes as in Fig. 5.2a, the electric field 
is maximized at the antenna apexes, while within the antenna volume there is a weak field 
maximum in the middle of the rod. The field gradient at this central peak is zero, and with its 
maximum/minimum at the inflection points midway between the antenna center and its apexes. 
As in Chapter 4, these inflection points correspond to different sides of the slope, and the 
gradients have opposite signs creating a quadrupolar pattern. In contrast with the 
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semiconductor wires, in metals the fields do not penetrate the antenna volume well, and the 
bulk terms will be multiplied by relatively weak values [141-142]. One antenna geometry that 
attempted to maximize the gradient effects was studied within the group, specifically, the 
geometry called a “dumbbell antenna”, shown in Fig. 5.3b. This antenna is essentially a rod 
with widened apexes and a narrow body, with the intention of diffusing the surface charge at 
the apexes and reducing surface SHG, while maximizing the interior fields within the narrowed 
region along the antenna body to promote bulk SHG. Previous research on silicon indicates 
about a 100x difference between surface and bulk contributions [130], and our data show 
indications of a bulk SHG contribution in aluminum, with perhaps a 50/50 ratio with respect 
to surface SHG, but it is an indirect interpretation, and the work is still unpublished. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 A qualitative comparison between a dipole and dumbbell antenna, with their charge 
distribution and current lines shown. (a) A dipole antenna and (b) a dumbbell antenna. Note how the 
charge is more dispersed at the dumbbell antenna apexes with respect to the dipole, and how its current 
lines are closer. 
 
 
An alternative method to create (strong) field gradients is to use the laser field directly 
from our excitation beam, instead of the modal field inside the antenna. Clearly, if the 
diffraction-limited Gaussian excitation spot is centered on an antenna then any bulk 
contribution will quickly vanish as it did with the dipole case, but if one displaces the excitation 
beam such that about half of the laser spot is over the antenna, only one of the slopes of said 
spot will be over the antenna. Furthermore, if the beam is over one half or the opposite half of 
the rod, those field gradients will have opposite signs, giving a certain level of control. 
Plasmonic dipole antennas that are resonant with our excitation beam (750-860 nm) are around 
130 nm in length, which is less than half the size of our diffraction-limited spot size (about 280 
nm at FWHM), and will be overlapped with the excited field that is considerably more extended. 
A longer, higher order, resonant antenna, such as a λ or 3λ/2 antenna are both better matched 
in size with respect to our laser spot, have less intense hot spots, and are more suitable to drive 
a local asymmetric gradient field in the antenna. 
 
In general, odd parity modes such as the dipole (λ/2) and octupole (3λ/2) modes are 
often referred to as bright modes, and even parity modes such as the quadrupole (λ) mode are 
referred to as dark modes. This stems from the fact that even parity modes have a net current 
of zero at any given moment and cannot be excited by, for example, a plane wave. In order to 
light up a dark mode some method must be employed to break its symmetry, such as localizing 
a quantum emitter in the near field of one antenna apex of a λ antenna. While the excitation 
enhancement of such an emitter may be small under plane wave excitation, the presence of the 
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emitter itself breaks symmetry and it will radiate in the antenna’s quadrupolar mode with a 
corresponding emission enhancement. In the case of SHG from a λ antenna resonant at the 
fundamental wavelength, as the emitter is the antenna itself, one must use an alternative method 
of breaking symmetry, such as asymmetric excitation on one side of the rod axis. 
 
 
5.3 Directional SH emission from quadrupolar λ antennas 
 
Here we propose to use λ antennas and scan our diffraction-limited excitation spot with respect 
to the center of our antennas. This approach has the combined advantage of exciting a λ antenna 
by breaking symmetry, as well as creating a non-zero field gradient when integrating over the 
antenna surface and volume. The same experimental setup used in the previous chapters was 
also used here. Gold rod antennas with the λ resonance centered near 800 nm are around 290 
nm in length. Our excitation spot size (in intensity), given our NA of 1.46 and a central 
wavelength of 800 nm, is diffraction-limited and measures ~280 nm at full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM). A priori one would expect that moving the spot about halfway off the 
antenna with respect to its center would enable us to drive the λ mode, as one would strongly 
be exciting half of the antenna and weakly exciting the other half. Simulations shown in Fig. 
5.4a demonstrate that absorption is maximized for a displacement of 200 nm (magenta, solid), 
but is relatively stable between 150 and 250 nm, and that each curve decreases as the spot is 
moved off of the antenna. Notice how there is no peak when the beam is centered on the antenna 
(0 nm displacement – black curve), as the quadrupolar mode cannot be driven in the symmetric 
condition. A near electric field map (Fig. 5.4b) reveals that it is a dipole mode driven far off-
resonance as there is almost no field at the antenna apexes despite our beam spot being right 
on top of it. Once the beam is moved off-center, a peak with quadrupolar fields in the 
fundamental immediately emerges (Fig. 5.4c) and the tell-tale signs of an antenna resonance, 
its hot spots, become visible. For a plane electric field monitor a few nm away from antenna, a 
dipole resonance will show three local field maxima, two just outside its apexes and one in 
between, so the presence of a second field maximum between the antenna (Fig. 5.4c) apexes is 
clearly the result of a quadrupole resonance. 
 
We characterize the nonlinear emission of the antennas with a confocal microscope 
with two detection branches corresponding to real and momentum space imaging. A high-
numerical aperture oil-immersion objective (1.46 NA) is essential for angular detection as most 
of the emission is radiated beyond the critical angle of the air-glass interface. The excitation 
and incoherent two-photon photoluminescence (TPPL) is separated from the SHG with a 670 
short-pass dichroic mirror, a 440 nm short-pass filter and a 390 nm band-pass filter. For 
confocal detection, in real space, an avalanche photodiode is used. For momentum space 
imaging, in the Fourier plane, we record images in the back-focal plane (BFP) of the objective 
using an EMCCD. 
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Figure 5.4 Excitation of a quadrupolar mode through beam positioning. We simulate a Gaussian 
beam with a FWHM of 280 nm and scan it along the axis of a 270 nm Au rod. (a) The absorption spectra 
as the beam is systemically moved from the center of the antenna up to 400 nm away along the antenna 
axis. (b) |Ex| at a wavelength of 800 nm when the beam is centered over the antenna center. The blue 
rectangle denotes the position of the antenna. (c) |Ex| at a wavelength of 800 nm when the beam center 
is 200 nm away from the antenna center. 
 
 
Fig. 5.5a shows a piezo scan of a sweep array of gold nanorods in real space, with their 
length increasing by 20 nm in each row, from 100 to 360 nm. As the dipole resonance is 
extremely bright, the color scale is saturated to clearly see the quadrupole resonance. Note how 
the single spot for the dipole resonance splits in two for the antennas between 260 and 300 nm 
in length (Fig. 5.5a - inset). An antenna with a nominal length of 280 nm (later measured with 
a SEM and found to be typically 290 ± 5 nm) was selected and a series of BFP images were 
then taken along its axis while scanning our beam ± 400 nm with respect to its center, with a 
step size of 50 nm. The counts of each of the BFP images were integrated and plotted with 
respect to the beam position (Fig. 5.5b – red curve). Note how the two peaks are centered 
approximately ± 200 nm from the antenna center, which corresponds exactly with the 
simulations in Fig. 5.4. We then integrate the pixels from the top and bottom halves of each 
BFP image, calculate their quotient and then plot the logarithm of each quotient with respect 
to the beam position to help quantify the directionality in dB (Fig. 5.5b – blue curve). The 
values range from -3.2 to 2.6 dB, which correspond to 2.1 times more counts in the bottom half 
space than in the top, and 1.8 times more counts the top than in the bottom, respectively. We 
attribute the slight asymmetries in both the directionality factors and the total counts to slight 
fabrication differences in the antenna edges. Sharper/duller apexes in a nanoantenna can easily 
cause minor changes in the linear excitation fields that in turn become much more noticeable 
in nonlinear signals because of their exponential relation. 
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Figure 5.5 Second harmonic generation from a λ antenna. (a) A piezo scan of the SHG from a sweep 
array of nanoantennas, with each row corresponding to a 20 nm increase in antenna length, from 100 
(bottom) to 360 nm (top). The antennas are vertically oriented. Note how in the inset there are two spots 
for one antenna; this is consistent for the three rows of antennas marked on the left of the scan. Those 
rows correspond to antennas that are nominally 260, 280 and 300 nm in length. The color scale is in 
counts/5 ms and was saturated by a factor of 2 to make the longer antennas visible (e.g. the maximum 
number of counts was 1800 at one of the dipole antennas). (b) The integration of counts in a series of 
BFP images that were taken while scanning along the antenna axis (red curve), and the logarithm of the 
quotient of the integration of counts at the top half of each BFP image with respect to the bottom half 
(blue curve). The dashed blue lines denotes the position where there is zero directionality. 
 
 
A selection of the BFP images (Fig. 5.6) shows that the emission pattern of each 
measurement consists mainly of two dominant lobes, oriented at the top and bottom, similar to 
the linear quadrupole in chapter 3. However, the presence of some emission along the 
horizontal axis instead of an exact zero is indicative of a more complex system. Furthermore, 
note that there is a suppression of the top or bottom lobe, depending on the excitation beam 
position. This effect is most pronounced in Fig. 5.6b and e, which are 300 nm apart. As the 
BFP images contain angular information in each pixel, we calculate angular plots in polar and 
azimuth direction, which are quantitative and more intuitive to understand. Fig. 5.7 shows the 
polar and azimuthal cuts of the data in Fig. 5.6b and e. The front-to-back ratio, defined as the 
intensity ratio between the point of maximum emission power and its diametrically opposite 
point in the BFP, are 3.1 and 2.5 (5 and 4 dB) for the directional BFP measurements (Fig. 5.6b 
and e, respectively). 
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Figure 5.6 Switchable directionality of SHG in a single nanoantenna. Radiation patterns (intensity 
distribution patterns taken at the back focal plane of our objective) recorded a various positions of our 
excitation beam respect to the antenna. Note how the predominant emission lobes switches direction as 
the beam is scanned. (a-c) BFP images taken with our excitation beam centered 300, 150 and 50 nm 
above the antenna center. (d-f) BFP images taken with our excitation beam centered 50, 150 and 300 
nm below the antenna center. 
 
 
The switchable emission patterns are a result of our asymmetric excitations due to beam 
displacement, however, a purely E1 + E1 → E2 surface process only explains the existence of 
the upper and lower quadrupole lobes, as was the case in chapter 3. The lack of a clear zero 
across the center of the BFP pattern is a sign of at least one other component, specifically, one 
capable of radiating in this area, and capable of interfering with the upper/lower lobes. 
Surprisingly, an electric dipole parallel to the linear quadrupole fits this description perfectly, 
despite not having its emission peaks overlapping with those of the quadrupolar lobes. A least 
squares fitting algorithm was implemented, with the parameters being the amplitudes of 
theoretical multipoles, in this case an x-oriented electric dipole and an x-oriented longitudinal 
quadrupole. The relative phase was π/2 for Fig. 5.2b, and 3π/2 for Fig. 5.6e.  
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Figure 5.7 Unidirectional emission in angular space. The angular radiation patterns along the polar 
(θ) and azimuthal (φ) angles, color-coded by the beam position. (a) A polar plot for two excitation 
positions corresponding to Fig. 6.5b (red) and e (blue). The greyed areas correspond to angles outside 
the maximum collection angle of our detection (73.8°). (b) The azimuthal plot of the two 
aforementioned excitation positions for θ = 60°. The angular patterns were directly calculated from the 
back-focal-plane images. 
 
 
5.4 Surface and bulk SHG 
 
To identify the origin of this electric dipole, which explains the directionality of our system 
reasonably well, we return to FDTD simulations. As was mentioned before, a dipolar 
component in the second harmonic in this system can be a result of electric field gradients from 
the bulk or a magnetic dipole component, however, the azimuthal symmetry of the antenna 
geometry prohibits a magnetic dipole moment. Thus, as the surface and bulk electric field 
gradient terms also support the E1 + E2 → E1 process, this is the one we analyse in more detail. 
 
Using the same simulations as in Fig. 5.4a, we record the electromagnetic fields in a 
3D volume and integrate the internal electric field gradient components throughout the entire 
antenna volume (Fig. 5.8a-b). Note how in Fig. 5.8a the dominant components are the ones 
perpendicular to our antenna axis, while in Fig. 5.8b the strongest component is precisely the 
one needed, with a non-negligible z-component. We also find that the x-component of (E⋅∇)E 
is strongest within ~4 nm of the antenna apexes. The apex under the excitation beam is about 
2.5x stronger than the opposite end, and the rest of the volume is negligible compared to this 
shell in the case of the x-component, due to relatively low amplitudes and interfering phases 
along the antenna. Scanning the beam along the antenna axis as was done experimentally 
reveals that this x-component is non-existent when the beam is centered on the antenna, and 
that it reaches its maximum when moved 200 nm off center along the antenna axis (Fig. 5.8c). 
Its phase is also about ± π/2 with respect to the fields at the antenna apexes. Integrating |E| 
throughout the entire antenna volume (Fig. 5.8d) shows no notable features when scanning 
along the antenna, apart from the fact that the fields drop as the beam is moved away from the 
antenna. Notice that the peaks in Fig. 5.8c are about 30 nm red-shifted with respect to those in 
Fig. 5.4a where absorption is maximized for the antenna excitation. 
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Figure 5.8 Integrated fields of a λ antenna. The simulated field gradients integrated over the entire 
antenna volume (step size = 2 nm) when driven by a Gaussian beam displaced 200 nm from the antenna 
center along its axis. (a) Spectra of the absolute values of the x, y and z components of ∇(E⋅E). (b) 
Spectra of the absolute values of the x, y and z components (E⋅∇)E. (c) Spectra of the absolute value of 
the x component of (E⋅∇)E for various beam positions. (d) Spectra of the integrated values of |E| for 
several beam positions. 
 
 
Next, we fit the experimental results to a parallel dipole-quadrupole interference model 
(Fig. 5.9). Note that while qualitatively the top/bottom lobes are enhanced/diminished, other 
features are not explained, namely the non-zero background in the experiment, and the 
horizontal zero that is not displaced as we scan our beam over the antenna. The amplitude and 
phase of the dipole with respect to the quadrupole is about 0.4 and ± π/2, where an amplitude 
of unity is the total amount of light emitted by the quadrupole (eq. 5.5). While the fitting 
algorithm could better match the top/bottom lobes by increasing the dipole amplitude, the 
increasing shift in the horizontal zero line upwards/downwards made the fit worse overall. The 
non-zero background may simply be a result of the leaking of incoherent (i.e. omnidirectional) 
emission from the antenna, possibly three-photon photoluminescence, or perhaps a weak out-
of-plane dipole component in SHG (e.g. Fig. 5.8b – red curve), which has minimal interference 
with the in-plane quadrupole and dipole due to their orthogonal nature. Clearly, the model of 
dipole-quadrupole interference from a point source is too simplistic. Analysis of the simulated 
antenna near fields reveals that, for the central wavelength of 800 nm, the antenna apexes are 
not exactly π out of phase, and they are in fact about 0.1π away from that theoretical ideal, and 
neither are their amplitudes identical. This asymmetry is a result of one apex being exactly 
under our excitation field, and thus the fields are a complex sum of the plasmon resonance and 
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the incident field, whereas the field on the opposite end is entirely induced. In Chapter 3 we 
discussed why there is little-to-no crosstalk through the antenna between the second fields, and 
this reasoning is doubly true for an antenna more than twice as long. However, as the central 
second harmonic wavelength is 400 nm, the fact that the apex dipoles (which we typically 
modelled as a linear quadrupole) are not exactly π out of phase and are more than λSHG/2 apart, 
means that their interference with each other is not quite a theoretical quadrupole. Thus, their 
interference with other elements can no longer be easily explained with a simple dipole-
quadrupole interference model as any interference can now only by physically explained by 
multiple electric dipoles with various positions and phases. This interference between multiple 
parallel dipoles is the mode of operation of a nanowire, though the local phase and amplitude 
difference have different origins, and this antenna shares a common trait with wire antennas, 
namely their unmoving emission minimum across the center of their BFP image. While it is 
beyond the scope of this work to model exactly how many dipoles are required to precisely fit 
the radiation pattern, the mode of operation of this directional second harmonic antenna and 
the reason for it remains qualitatively explained through both simulations and experiment. 
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Figure 5.9 Fitted radiation patterns with a point source multipole model. (a) Directional emission 
when excited from the upper apex of the antenna. (b) The fit of a. (c) Directional emission when excited 
from the lower apex of the antenna. (d) The fit of c. The phases of the electric dipole in b and d are -
π/2 and π/2, respectively, while their relative amplitudes are about 0.4 (where 1 is the total intensity 
radiated by the quadrupole). The r2 values for b and d are 0.75 and 0.67, respectively. 
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 In summary, numerical simulations and theoretical fits of experimental data both 
support the mode of operation of 3 parallel dipoles interfering to give a directed emission of 
light from a sub-diffraction-limited single-element nanoantenna, with a possible orthogonal 
dipole and/or an incoherent contribution from photoluminescence.  
 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
 
We have discussed in detail different modes of operations for directional antennas and how 
they might work for nonlinear antennas. We also analysed the different χ(2) transitions possible 
beyond the electric dipole approximation and designed an antenna to maximize the contribution 
of the bulk contribution with respect to the surface by using an antenna dark mode. With this 
design, we demonstrated the switchable unidirectional emission of SHG from a single 
nanoantenna, which would not have been possible without the bulk contribution that is so often 
neglected in plasmonics. With both theoretical models and FDTD simulations, we provided 
evidence that its method of operation is due to the interference of two simultaneous but distinct 
nonlinear processes, and qualitatively explained the main radiative features of the angular 
emission. Remarkably, this functionality comes from an object whose footprint is 1/12 of λSHG2. 
Further optimization of the antenna size parameters and pulse shaping of the excitation beam 
may give a brighter signal and/or more directional response. This nonlinear directional 
nanoantenna might not beat the efficiency with respect to the U-shaped split-ring resonator 
antenna studied in chapter 2, but we have gained a key advantage over the SSR, coherence, and 
thus the ability to dynamically control the interference and thus the emission direction.  
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